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TELECOMMUNICATIONS SCIENCE

Applications of spectral graph theory in the field of
telecommunications
Mircho J. Mirchev
The quick expansion of the networks worldwide, leads to number of question regarding their
topology. In the initial planning and further optimizations the network topology is a key factor. The
dynamic routing protocols give the ability to have global networks implementing a variety of
complex topologies. Usually constrains for choosing a network topology are geographical,
economical and technical. However often disregarded questions are about now to choose a
topology – Which one to choose initially? How the ensure the needed redundancy and resilience of
the network?, etc. As each network can be represented as a graph – either weighted or unweighted,
either undirected, or directed – the graph theory can be used to evaluate network characteristics, to
calculate the shortest path or to search for articulation points. This paper reviews the basic spectral
parameters of graphs that define the resilience and redundancy of networks.
Приложение на спектралната теория на графите в телекомуникациите (Мирчо Й.
Мирчев). Развитието на телекомуникационните мрежи налага да се взимат предвид
множество аспекти. При първоначално проектиране и последваща оптимизация, основен
аспект на телекомуникационните мрежи е тяхната топология. Протоколите за динамична
маршрутизация позволяват изграждане, успешно управление и използване на глобални по
мащаб и много разнообразни по вид и топология мрежи. Обикновено ограниченията за
топологията на мрежата са от географско, икономическо и технологично естество.
Остават, обаче, открити въпросите свързани с основната топология на мрежата - Как да
бъде изградена?, Как да се осигури необходимата резервираност и устойчивост на
мрежата? и др. Тази разработка има за цел да разгледа основните спектрални параметри
на графите, които допринасят за определянето на устойчивостта и резервираността на
мрежите.

Introduction
Graph theory has always been used for solving a
number of problems in the field of Telecommunications. As each network can be represented as graph –
either weighted or unweighted, either undirected, or
directed – the graph theory can be used to find paths
in the network, to calculate the shortest one or to
search for critical edges (bridges) or critical nodes –
called articulation points. Until recently most of these
tasks were accomplished algorithmically. In the recent
decades a new branch of graph theory has emerged –
Spectral graph theory [1]. Its foundations lie on the
idea of representing the graph in matrix form – either
adjacency matrix, or other type – and calculating the
parameters of the graph based on the parameters of
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the matrices. Usually these parameters give a lot of
information on the graph structure and its properties
[2], both local and global.
Spectral graph theory is a mathematical theory in
which linear algebra and graph theory meet. For any
graph matrix M we can build a spectral graph theory
in which graphs are studied by means of eigenvalues
of the matrix M. This theory is called M-theory.
In order to avoid confusion, to any notion in this
theory a prefix M-could be added (e.g., Meigenvalues). Frequently used graph matrices are the
adjacency matrix A, the Laplacian L = D − A and the
signless Laplacian Q = D + A , where D is a diagonal
matrix of vertex degrees. The Spectral graph theory
includes all particular theories together with interaction tools.
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Graph theory application in the field of
Telecommunications
Since the beginning of networks studies the graph
theory was used to solve different problems in the
topology of networks. As networks grew bigger and
more complex, and algorithmic approach was used to
solve problems like path search, depth search, etc. The
typical problems solved by graph theory are:
• SPT – Shortest path tree [3]
This algorithm is used to solve the problem of
constructing the tree of minimum total length between
the n nodes. Now it and its modification for weighted
graphs (Bellman–Ford–Moore) [4] is largely used in
link state protocols (like OSPF).
• DFS - Depth-first search
This algorithm is for traversing or searching tree or
graph data structures. It starts at the root (selecting
some arbitrary node as the root in the case of a graph)
and explores as far as possible along each branch
before backtracking. The first depth-first search was
investigated in the 19th century by French
mathematician Charles Pierre Trémaux as a strategy
for solving mazes. Now it is largely used for finding
connected (and strongly connected) components, in
finding the bridges of a graph (see below), and others.
The computational complexity of DFS was
investigated by Reif, who showed that a decision
version of it (establish whether some vertex u occurs
before some vertex v in a DFS order of a rooted
graph) is P-complete [5], meaning that it is "a
nightmare for parallel processing" [6].
• BFS - Breadth-first search
The Breadth-first search (BFS) is an algorithm for
traversing or searching tree or graph data structures. It
starts at the tree root (or some arbitrary node of a
graph) and explores the neighbour nodes first, before
moving to the next level neighbours. .
BFS was invented in the late 1950s by E. F.
Moore, who used it to find the shortest path out of a
maze, and discovered independently by C. Y. Lee as a
wire routing algorithm (published 1961) [7]. It is used
for Finding the shortest path between two nodes u and
v (with path length measured by number of edges) in
distance vector and path vector protocols, in the Ford–
Fulkerson method for computing the maximum flow
in a flow network and in other methods, not directly
related to telecommunications.
• Bridges and critical nodes search
There are a number of methods for finding a
graph’s articulation points, which differ in terms of
complexity and iterations. In [8] a basic algorithm for
finding articulation points is defined. In [9] a further
more optimal methods are defined and also an
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“impact” factor of each articulation point is defined.
All above applications of graph theory have
algorithmic approach and are still used as noted in
each. However none of them has the ability to
characterize a graph (or network) topology for its
global properties and the local properties of each node
(besides its degree, connectivity and impact factor).
Spectral Graph theory
Although above mentioned algorithms are
powerful tools, they are not sufficient for rigorous
analysis of network topologies. Therefore it is needed
to calculate the graph metrics of networks and critical
infrastructures [10].
Some of the well-known metrics provide insight on
a variety of graph properties, including distance,
degree of connectivity, and centrality. Network
diameter, radius, and average hop count provide
distance measures [11],[12]. Eccentricity of a node is
the longest shortest path from this node to every other
node; the largest value of eccentricity among all nodes
is the diameter and the smallest eccentricity is the
radius. Betweenness is the number of shortest paths
through a node or link and provides a centrality or
importantness measure [11]. Clustering coefficient is
a centrality measure of how well a node's neighbours
are connected [11]. Closeness centrality is the inverse
of the sum of shortest paths from a node to every
other node [13]. Algebraic connectivity [14], a(G), is
the second smallest eigenvalue of the Laplacian
matrix. For the graphs of the same order (number of
vertices), algebraic connectivity provides a very good
measure of how well the graph is connected and it
indicates robustness of networks against node and link
failures [15].
The field of study of the spectral graph theory are
the parameters of a graph that are in relation to the
characteristics of its associated matrices, such as its
adjacency matrix or the Laplacian matrix.
• Definitions:
Let
= ( , ) be a weighted graph on n vertices
in which the edge weights are positive numbers.
Denote by i ∼ j if the vertices i and j are adjacent and
=∑ ~ , .
by , the weight of the edge , . Let
The Laplacian matrix ( ) = ( , ) of
is defined
as
,

=

, if = ,
− , if ~ ,
0, otherwise.

is a simple graph whenever
Note that
for all i ∼ j. Denote a simple graph by G.

,

=1
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The ( ) is a real symmetric matrix. From this
fact and Gershgorin circle theorem, it follows that its
eigenvalues are nonnegative real numbers. Moreover,
since its rows sum to 0, 0 is the smallest eigenvalue of
( ) and the multiplicity of 0 equals the number of
is a
components of . Then we can assume that
simple connected graph.
Also let T denote the diagonal matrix with (i,i)- the
entry having . The normalized Laplacian matrix of
(ℒ) is defined to be the matrix:
1,
ℒ

,

=

if = and d ≠ 0;
1

−

,

if ~ ;

0,

otherwise.

We can then write
ℒ

,

=

( , ) = 0 for = 0
with the convention
From these definitions we can retrieve the
important parameters of graph spectra:
• Diameter
The diameter is not a specific spectral parameter of
a graph, but is used a lot in spectral theory. The
diameter of a graph is defined as the longest shortestpath between any two graph vertices (u,v) of a graph:
= max
,

,

This implies the use of BFS algorithm to travel
through the graph to find all paths.[16]
It also can be defined as the maximum eccentricity
among the vertices of G, as follows:
= max ( )
∈

The diameter of graph is fundamental parameter of
the networks, as it gives quick estimation of the size
and worst case of paths through the network.
• Spectrum of a graph
The spectrum of finite graph
is by definition the
spectrum of the adjacency matrix A, its set of
eigenvalues together with their multiplicities. The
Laplace spectrum of finite graph
is the spectrum of
the Laplace matrix L[17].
Since A is real and symmetric, all its eigenvalues
are real. Also, for each eigenvalue , its algebraic
multiplicity coincides with its geometric multiplicity.
Since A has zero diagonal, its trace tr(A), and hence
the sum of the eigenvalues is zero.
Similarly, L is real and symmetric, so that the
Laplace spectrum is real. Moreover, L is positive
semidefinite and singular, so we can denote the
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eigenvalues by:
≥⋯≥

≥

=0

The sum of these eigenvalues is tr(L), which is
twice the number of edges of . Finally, also ℒ has
real spectrum and nonnegative eigenvalues (but not
necessarily singular) and tr(ℒ)=tr(L).
• Algebraic connectivity
In [14] the algebraic connectivity ( ) of a
(connected) graph is defined as the second smallest
eigenvalue ( ) of the Laplacian matrix of a graph
with n vertices.
This parameter is used as a generalized measure of
“how well is the graph connected” [15]. It has values
between 0 and n (a fully-connected graph Kn has n).
This eigenvalue is greater than 0 if and only if G is a
connected graph. This is a corollary to the fact that the
number of times 0 appears as an eigenvalue in the
eigenvector of the Laplacian is the number of
connected components in the graph. Therefore, the
farther λ is from zero, the more difficult it is to
separate a graph into independent components.
However, the algebraic connectivity is equal to zero
for all disconnected networks. Therefore, as soon as
the connectedness is lost, due to failures for example,
this measure becomes less useful by being too coarse.
• Effective Network resistance
A good measure for network robustness is the
effective resistance. The normalized total effective
resistance is proportional to the inverse total effective
resistance, which is defined as the sum of the pairwise
effective resistances over all pairs of vertices. [18]
The total effective resistance Rtot is the sum of the
effective resistances over all pairs of vertices, where
the effective resistance of the edges is defined as:
−
=
And the total effective resistance is:
=
In the literature the total effective resistance is also
called Kirchhoff index. As a result of Klein and
Randić work[19], it can be written as a function of the
non-zero Laplacian (weighted) eigenvalues:
=

1

For network robustness index the value of
normalized effective resistance is used. The advantage
of this is that values lie in the interval [0;1] and a
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large value indicates a robust network. It is zero for
unconnected graphs and maximal (one) for complete
graphs – similar to the algebraic connectivity:
=

−1

=

∑

−1
∈ 0,1
1

In [20], [21] the term Network criticality is used.
It is defined as the average random-walk betweenness
of a link (node) normalized by its weight. This
quantity is independent of link (node) location and it
is a decreasing and strictly convex function of link
weights. Network criticality can be written in terms of
the components of the undirected Moore-Penrose
Laplacian matrix:
2
( )
−1
There is a useful interpretation of network
criticality in terms of electrical circuits: network
criticality is the unweighted average of the equivalent
resistances. Therefore optimizing criticality is
equivalent to minimizing the average resistance or
maximizing the average conductance of a network,
which explains why network criticality can be
considered also as a global robustness metric.
̂=

Relations between graph spectral parameters
Although there is no 1-to-1 relationship between
the specified above parameter, there are several
inequalities that can be used to quickly evaluate the
degree of other parameter. One of the most useful
inequality is to estimate the diameter of a graph, based
on its spectral properties, as the usual way to evaluate
the diameter is find all SPFs which, for larger graphs,
can be time-consuming.
In [22] imposes an upper bound on the diameter of
G based on the eigenvalue
diam(G) 2

∆ λ2
ln(n-1)
4λ2

A lower bound is also defined as:
diam( ) ≥

4

These bounds, however, are usually not strong
enough, and depending on the graph type, there might
be better inequalities.
The mean distance ̅ ) of G is equal to the
average of all distances between distinct vertices of G:
̅( )
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∆
−1

4

ln( − 1)

1
2

Also there is a lower limit for the mean distance
[23]:
( − 1) ̅ ( ) ≥

−2
2

2

The network criticality is bounded by the
reciprocal of algebraic connectivity:
2
( − 1)
̂

2

One of the future works is to study these bounds
and find the relationship between and other
eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix of graphs and
specify stronger bounds to the parameters as this will
give better optimization scenarios based on optimizing
the spectral properties of the graph.
Conclusion
Spectral graph theory gives very good
methodology for evaluating the topology of networks
and their optimization. As all spectral parameters are
correlated between each other, so the further works
are on in-depth study of all the relationships between
these parameters and finding optimal topologies by
optimizing the graph spectral characteristics in given
bounds.
This paper was originally published in the national
conference with international participation ”Telecom
2015”, Sofia, Bulgaria, 2015.
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Internet Erlang formula: survey on relation between
demand, capacity and performance in IP network
Seferin T. Mirtchev
The internet traffic is the result of interaction among millions of users, hundreds of
heterogeneous applications, and dozens of sophisticated protocols. The internet traffic is much more
complex than the telephone traffic and the mix of applications that produce it continues to vary widely
over time. Selecting the appropriate traffic model can lead to successful design of computer networks
and accurate capacity planning. In the last years, increasing interest in developing models and
methods of classical queuing systems (especially Erlang formulae) for studying Internet network has
led to many extensions of previously existing results. For this new models and methods it is used
phrase “Internet Erlang Formula”. In this article, it is presented a survey of relation between
demand, capacity and performance in the Internet network by the Erlang formulae. It is shown that
Erlang C formula has in fact much more general application in the Internet.
Формула на Ерланг за Интернет: Обзор на връзката между натоварването,
ресурсите и характеристиките в IP мрежи (Сеферин Т. Мирчев). Трафикът в интернет е
резултат от взаимодействието между милиони абонати, стотици хетерогенни приложения,
както и десетки сложни протоколи. Трафикът в интернет е много по-сложен от телефонния
трафик и множеството от приложения, които го генерират, продължават да се променят в
широки граници в течение на времето. Избирането на подходящ модел на трафика може да
доведе до успешно проектиране на телекомуникационните мрежи и до точно планиране на
ресурсите. През последните години нарастващият интерес към разработването на модели и
методи на класическите телетрафични системи (особено формулите на Ерланг) за изучаване
на интернет мрежата доведе до много разширения на вече съществуващи резултати. За тези
нови модели и методи се използва израза "Формула на Ерланг за интернет". В тази статия е
представен обзор на връзка между натоварването, ресурсите и характеристиките в
интернет мрежата чрез формулите на Ерланг. Показано е, че С формулата на Ерланг има в
действителност много по-общо приложение в интернет.
The future Internet will be a network of data centres - Jim Roberts [24].

1. Introduction
It becomes essential to design the network
appropriately, facing the steadily growing services
that an IP-based network may support. A future IPbased network is expected to allow service
differentiation to be efficiently managed. This
depends on the cost of introducing functionality
allowing differentiation compared with the gains that
can be achieved.
A report on the National Science Foundation
(NSF) program Future Internet Design (FIND)
concluded that an important open issue for future
research is the identification of “Erlang formulae" for
the Internet (Fig.1) [4].
The Erlang loss formula is used in engineering the
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telephone network. It gives the probability of call
blocking on a trunk group as a function of the number
of trunks and the offered traffic. It is the prototype of
the relation between demand, capacity and
performance whose understanding is essential for cost
effective network engineering (Fig.2).
Identifying Internet Erlang formulae by the Future
Internet Design report is important. Currently, the
Internet is engineered more by the use of pragmatic
rules of thumb than by applying mathematical models
like that which led to the Erlang formula. This leads
not only to inefficiencies through inappropriate sizing
but also to misconceptions about the effectiveness of
traffic controls and their ability to support
differentiated services. Much of the necessary
research has already been performed and the main
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problem is a lack of awareness of known results and
their implications. Crucially, this research considers
Internet traffic in terms of stochastic processes of
packet, flow and session arrivals.

Source: Roberts, An Erlang formula for the Internet. Slides [23].

Fig.1. Current research challenge: Internet Erlang
Formula - lack of up-to-date applicable tools.

network has led to many extensions of previously
existing results. For this new models and methods it is
used phrase “Internet Erlang Formula”. Vint Cerf
listed in 2007 seven research problems concerning the
Internet. The second problem is: an Internet Erlang
Formula.
In [14] is presented a robust and efficient algorithm
for evaluating multi-service multi-rate queuing
systems, including finite buffer systems and loss
systems, based on Erlang formulae.

E2(N,A)

Source: Roberts, The Cloud is the future Internet: How do we
engineer a cloud? Keynote, Slides. [24].

Fig.3. Three-way relation between demand, capacity and
performance in the IP network: the Erlang delay formula.

Source: Roberts, The Cloud is the future Internet: How do we
engineer a cloud? Keynote, Slides. [24].

Fig.2. Three-way relation between demand, capacity and
performance in the telephone network:
the Erlang loss formula.

The assuring of QoS relies on understanding the
traffic performance relationship. Surprisingly, the
essential demand – capacity - performance relation in
IP network turns out to be none other than the socalled Erlang delay formula (Fig.3)! This is clearly a
surprising result since it is commonly believed that
Internet traffic is so complex that it is practically
impossible to characterize performance in a simple
way. A very large number of different applications use
the Internet and its traffic characteristics change
continually as new applications gain popularity.
Furthermore, while it is well established that
telephone calls arrive as a Poisson process, the arrival
process of IP datagrams has been shown to exhibit
much more complex, self-similar or fractal-like
behaviour [20].
In the last years, increasing interest in developing
models and methods of classical queuing systems
(especially Erlang C formula) for studying Internet
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In [5] is addressed the idea of utilization of Erlang
formulas in asynchronous ATM and IP networks.
Through the Erlang C formula, they can estimate the
probability of delay, which usually occurs in IP
networks. Erlang Models in IP Network gives the
opportunities to monitor the Quality of Service
parameters. The simplicity of Erlang formulas can be
their strong advantage against other methods for
traffic description in asynchronous networks, but the
future research is necessary in this field.
In [8] is dealt with the possibility of the Erlang B
and Erlang C formula utilization in Next Generation
Networks. Based on the common properties of
synchronous and asynchronous networks it is possible
the utilization of Erlang formulas also for
asynchronous networks.
A model based on queuing theory for service
performance in cloud computing is presented in [27].
The model is based on event-driven simulation and
possesses scheduling capabilities for heterogeneous
and non-dedicated clouds. It is based on a classical
open network M/M/m. The results demonstrate the
usefulness of the presented simulation models for the
design of cloud computing systems with guarantees of
QoS.
In [6] is concerned of Erlang formulas practical
approval and their usage with video flow transfer in IP
networks.
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The important issues of the network planning
process for multi-service IP networks are discussed in
[21]. The presented ideas and concepts provide a first
framework for develop a uniform view of the overall
planning process. In order to do so, IP QoS
mechanisms are categorized and a systematic
approach for classification and modelling of Internet
traffic is suggested.
In this article, it is presented a survey of relation
between demand, capacity and performance in the
Internet network by the Erlang formulae. It is shown
that Erlang C formula has in fact application in the
Internet that is much more general.
2. Internet traffic
The internet traffic is the result of interaction
among millions of users, hundreds of heterogeneous
applications, and dozens of sophisticated protocols.
The technical components of the Internet are complex
in themselves, and they are augmented by a general
unpredictability and diversity of the human
components.
The traffic, in its turn, is a combination of
application mechanisms and users’ behaviour,
including attitude towards technology, life habits, and
other intangible cultural phenomena. Such a mix of
heterogeneous components is made even more
difficult to understand by the fast evolution of
technologies and the rapid rise and fall of new stars
among applications [18], [26].
The internet traffic is clearly much more complex
than telephone traffic and the mix of applications that
produces it continues to vary widely over time [23].
Selecting the appropriate traffic model can lead to
successful design of computer networks and accurate
capacity planning. The more accurate the traffic
model is, the better system quantified in terms of its
performance. Successful design leads to enhancement
the overall performance of the whole of network. In
literature, there are plenty of traffic models proposed
for understanding and analyzing the traffic
characteristics of computer networks.
The
term
"teletraffic
theory"
originally
encompassed all mathematics applicable to the design,
control and management of the public switched
telephone networks (PSTN): statistical inference,
mathematical modelling, optimization, queuing and
performance analysis. Later, its practitioners would
extend this to include data networks such as the
Internet, too. Internet engineering, an activity that
includes the design, management, control and
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operations of the global Internet, would thus become
part of teletraffic theory, relying on the mathematical
sciences for new insights into and a basic
understanding of modern data communications.
The voice traffic has the property that it is
relatively homogeneous and predictable, and, from a
signalling perspective, spans long time scales. In
contrast to the voice traffic, the data traffic is much
more variable, with individual connections ranging
from extremely short to extremely long and from
extremely low-rate to extremely high-rate. These
properties have led to a design for data networks in
which each individual data „packet” or „datagram”
transmitted over the network is forwarded through the
network independently of previous packets that may
have been transmitted by the same connection.
However, as the voice traffic turns out to differ
drastically from the data traffic, so too do the
underlying mathematical ideas and concepts. The
relevant mathematics for PSTN is one of limited
variability in both times: traffic processes are either
independent or have temporal correlations that decay
exponentially fast and in space, i.e., the distributions
of traffic-related quantities have exponentially
decaying tails. However, for the data networks, the
mathematics is one of high or extreme variability.
Statistically, temporal high variability in traffic
processes is captured by long-range dependence, i.e.,
autocorrelations that exhibit power-law decay. On the
other hand, extreme forms of spatial variability can be
described
parsimoniously
using
heavy-tailed
distributions with infinite variance.
It turns out that power-law behaviour in time or
space of some of their statistical descriptors often
cause the corresponding traffic processes to exhibit
fractal characteristics.
2.1 Packets, flows, sessions
Though the Internet protocols only deal with
packets (datagrams), it is important for network
engineering to recognize that these belong to "flows"
which in turn are components of "sessions" (Fig.4).
For present purposes, a flow is defined as the
succession of packets handled by a given link that
relate to one instance of some application [23].

Source: Roberts, An Erlang formula for the Internet. Slides [23].

Fig.4. Packets, flows and sessions.
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Flows are basically of two types:
• elastic flows, download documents as fast as
possible by adjusting their packet emission rate
(e.g., through TCP) to use all available
capacity,
• streaming flows, typically based on UDP, send
packets as and when they are generated by the
audio or video codec.
Each flow is characterized by some peak rate. For
elastic flows, this peak rate is typically due to the
access network, the server capacity or some other
bottleneck on its path. For streaming flows, it is the
peak rate of the codec.
A session is loosely defined as a set of flows that
are related in some way. The session is in fact better
defined by the requirement that any two sessions
relate to independent activities, usually by distinct
users. In general, sessions cannot be identified as such
but, for the same reason a large population generates
telephone calls as a Poisson process. It is natural that
the arrival epochs of sessions using a considered
network link are Poissonian.
Poisson session arrivals have been observed
experimentally by Paxson and Floyd for some kinds
of session that can be identified in Internet trace data
[20]. The same authors conformed that flow and
packet arrivals are anything but Poisson, on the other
hand, and even exhibit the extreme correlation of selfsimilar processes. These characteristics are in fact
only of secondary importance.
2.2 Traffic regimes
Three traffic regimes that help to understand the
scope for meeting performance requirements are
illustrated in fig.5. Assuming flows have a constant
peak rate, they can be represented simply in the figure
as rectangles where height is peak rate and area is
size. They share the bandwidth of a link represented
by the parallel black lines. The dashed line represents
the instantaneous overall input rate.
In the transparent regime, all flows have a
relatively low peak rate and demand is such that, with
very high probability, the sum of rates is less than link
capacity. In this regime, packet loss is negligible and
delays are tiny. The elastic regime occurs when some
flows have a peak rate that momentarily saturates the
link. The buffer is then sure to overflow and flows
suffer loss and delays that can be significant. Periods
of transparency alternate with periods of saturation.
Performance may be considered satisfactory if
degradation can be confined to the high rate elastic
flows. The overload regime occurs when demand
(flow arrival rate × mean flow size) exceeds link
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capacity. Performance is then typically very bad for
all flows so that this regime needs to be avoided by
appropriate traffic engineering.
2.3 Bandwidth sharing
The flows that are concurrently active on a given
link may be said to share its bandwidth. In the
transparent regime, there is capacity to spare and
every flow realizes its peak rate. A simple FIFO
buffer is then sufficient to resolve contention between
packets from distinct flows. In the elastic regime,
some flows must reduce their rate. TCP normally
realizes the necessary adjustment resulting in each
flow receiving an allocation that is approximately
max-min fair [15]. With max-min fairness, only the
high peak rate flows are constrained to reduce their
rate. The others maintain their rate and suffer
negligible loss, as if they experienced the transparent
regime.

Source: Bonald, Roberts. Internet and the Erlang Formula [1].

Fig.5. Link occupancy regimes: the rectangles represent
flows (minimum duration - peak rate), the dashed line
traces the sum of realized rates.

The bandwidth sharing in the Internet can be
controlled to some extent by QoS mechanisms like
Diffserv. It is possible, for example, to consider
certain classes of traffic with priority, ensuring they
experience a transparent or elastic regime even when
other classes are in overload. It remains difficult to
control performance, however, since this depends
critically on the amount of traffic in each class and on
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the peak rates of its flows, parameters that are largely
uncontrollable.
3 The Erlang formulae
3.1 The Erlang loss formula
The Erlang loss formula (The Erlang B-formula)
gives the probability of call blocking B when N trunks
serve offered traffic A:
(1)

B = E1 ( N , A) =

An
N!

N


j =0

Aj
,
j!

where A is the product, call arrival rate × mean call
holding time. The formula is derived from a
mathematical model that makes a number of
assumptions about telephone switching and the nature
of traffic, including the following: call arrivals
constitute a stationary Poisson process; calls are
blocked if and only if all trunks are busy; blocked
calls are cleared.
Some assumptions are realistic, being based on
observable reality, others are merely convenient,
enabling a simple formula when a more accurate
model would be intractable. For instance, to assume
Poisson arrivals is realistic over relatively short
timescales (less than 1 hour, say) when a large user
population generates calls. The second assumption is
realistic for present day switches though in Erlang's
days, all trunks could not usually be tested by every
call. It is convenient to suppose blocked calls are
cleared though in practice callers usually make repeat
attempts. This means the B-formula is good for
dimensioning (for low blocking) but not for analysing
performance in overload. It is well known now that
Erlang's B-formula is insensitive to the distribution of
the call holding time. The blocking probability
depends only on the simple average measure of
offered traffic A. This insensitivity explains why the
formula remains a precious dimensioning tool today
despite significant changes in usage during the past
decades. It also underlies much of network
engineering practice since it informs us that the
essential measure of demand to be monitored and
forecast is offered traffic A, even when the above
assumptions may not be perfectly reasonable.
The Erlang formula reveals the important scale
economies phenomenon of networking (Fig.6):
achievable load A(1-B)/N, for a given target blocking
probability B, increases towards 100% with trunk
group size N.
The Erlang-B model uses traffic intensity and
Grade of Service (GoS) to determine the number of
trunks in circuit-switched networks. In [28] is
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proposed a new measurement scheme to translate
VoIP packet-switched network bandwidth into the
maximum call load. With this new metric, the ErlangB model is applicable to VoIP.
The Erlang formula is not a universal tool that
solves all telephone network-engineering problems. It
have a very important emblematic role through the
lessons it provides about traffic modelling and the
confidence it inspires that we are indeed able to relate
demand, capacity and performance for a construction
as complex as the telephone network.

Source: Bonald, Roberts. Internet and the Erlang Formula [1].

Fig.6. Admissible load A/N as a function of trunk group
capacity N for blocking probabilities B = 5%; 1% and
0.1% (from top to bottom).

3.2 Generalizations
The following two generalizations are actually
more significant for the Internet than for the telephone
network. First, the packets do not occur as a Poisson
process but they are components of "sessions". We
assume sessions occur as a Poisson process. Under
very general assumptions about the distributions of the
number of packets per session, individual packet
holding times and silence intervals and their
correlation, the packet blocking probability is still
given by Erlang B [3]. Under this Poisson session
model the packet arrival process would even be selfsimilar if the number of packets per session had a socalled heavy-tailed distribution.
The second generalization is the Erlang Multirate
Loss Model and the well known as Kaufman-Roberts
recursion. This model relates to heterogeneous packet
types distinguished by the number of trunks each
packet requires throughout its holding time. A packet
requiring c trunks is blocked and cleared if the number
of free trunks on its arrival is less than c. Traffic for
this type of packet is defined by the product, call
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arrival rate × mean call holding time × c. Consider m
types of packets, class-i calls requiring ci trunks and
offering traffic ai. The probability that N trunks are
occupied is proportional to f(n), given by the
following simple recurrence relation (KaufmanRoberts) [16], [25]:
(2)

f ( n) =

1 m
 ai f (n − ci ) ,
n i =1

for n = 1; : : : ;N, with f(0) = 1 and f(n) = 0 if n < 0.
The blocking rate of class-i packets then follows as
the probability that more than N - ci trunks are
occupied. The formulas are valid under the same
general assumptions as Erlang B, including the
Poisson session model.
Kaufman-Roberts
recursion
becomes
the
springboard of teletraffic modelling for QoS
assessment
in
the
multidimensional
traffic
environment of contemporary communication
networks, because of the accurate and efficient call
blocking probability calculation. This recurrence is the
most desirable computational feature of a teletraffic
model in order to cope with the high bandwidth
capacities of network links.
In [19] is used the Erlang Multirate Loss Model for
elastic traffic. They are considered a single-link loss
system of fixed bandwidth capacity, which
accommodates K service-classes of Poisson traffic
with different bandwidth-per-call requirements and
provided a recurrent formula for the calculation of the
link occupancy distribution. Based on it they are
determined call blocking probabilities, link utilization
and average number of calls in the system. The
accuracy of the proposed formula is verified by
simulation and is found to be quite accurate.
In [17] relying on the Erlang Multirate Loss Model
is studied and proposed many efficient teletraffic loss
models as the so called Connection-Dependent
Threshold Model that comprises call retries, and of the
Batched Poisson Multirate Loss Model, in which the
input process is Batched Poisson. The considered call
admission policy is the complete sharing policy, as
well as the bandwidth reservation policy, suitable for
QoS guarantee.
3.3 The Erlang delay formula
The Erlang’s C-formula is derived initially to
dimension the number of operators managing a call
centres. The formula gives the probability E2(A;N)
that a caller must wait when N operators receive
offered traffic A, assuming A < N.
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The Erlang delay formula is valid under the
following assumptions: Poisson arrival process,
exponential service times, identical servers, full
accessibility, calls are served in arrival order and
unlimited queue length. When all servers are busy, an
arriving customer joins a queue and waits until a
server becomes idle. The probability that an arbitrary
arriving customer has to wait in the queue is equal to
the proportion of time all servers are occupied. The
waiting time is a random variable denoted by tw. For
an arbitrary arriving customer we have [13]:
N −1

P( t w > 0 ) = E2 ( N , A ) = 1 −  Pj =
j =0

N

A
N
! N−A
= N −1 N
A j AN
N
 +
N! N − A
j =0 j!

(3)

when A < N ,

where

A is offered traffic (Erl),
N is number of servers,
P(tw>o) is probability of waiting for service.
The formula has several names: Erlang’s C–
formula, Erlang’s second formula, or Erlang’s formula
for waiting time systems. In [7] is dealt with
calculation of important parameters of the Call Centre
using the Erlang C formula and the results have been
verified through simulations. In [10] is modelled the
cloud system using Erlang C formula and four
different cloud utility models is presented. The
presented models are simulated in order to
characterize the performance.
Erlang C formula has in fact much more general
application in the Internet.
4. PERFORMANCE OF FAIR SHARING
4.1 Assumptions
Max-min fair sharing between concurrent flows is
a realistic assumption if routers impose per flow
fairness [12]. It is just a convenient assumption if we
must rely on end-system compliance in implementing
congestion control.
The further convenient assumption that even
streaming flows adjust their rate as necessary to
respect fairness and that they preserve their volume
(i.e., like elastic flows, if their rate is reduced below
their peak rate as they last longer). This simplifies
modelling and the resulting approximation is accurate
as long as the probability a streaming flow would
suffer loss is small. As this should be an objective of
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dimensioning, this is similar in effect to Erlang's
"blocked calls cleared" assumption.
Another realistic assumption is that the sessions
occur as a Poisson process and that on any given link,
their flows occur singly in an alternating sequence
with think times. Farther assumption is that the
concurrent flows of the same session are considered as
one for bandwidth sharing. The flow sizes and the
think time durations are generally distributed and can
be correlated. The number of flows in the same
session has a general distribution.
4.2 An equal peak rate
Consider a link of capacity C offered traffic A, in
bit/s, and suppose each flow has the same peak rate c.
Under the above traffic and sharing assumptions, the
number of flows concurrently active x behaves like
the number of customers in a multi-server processorsharing queue [11]. In particular, when C/c is an
integer and under the stability condition A < C, the
proportion of time a flow suffers congestion (in the
sense that xc ≥ C) is given by the Erlang C-formula,
E2(C/c, A/c).
Thus, under the assumption of equal peak rates, the
Internet Erlang formula is precisely the Erlang delay
formula (3). Note that, due to the insensitivity
property of the processor sharing discipline, this
formula is valid for the considered Poisson session
traffic model with general flow size distribution while,
for the FIFO queue envisaged by Erlang, it is only
valid for Poisson flow arrivals and exponentially
distributed call-holding times.
4.3 A mixture of peak rates
In practice, flows in the Internet have a wide range
of peak rates. Assume for convenience that the
number of possible peak rates is limited to m, that
these rates are c1, c2, . . . , cm in increasing order and
that flows of rate ci offer traffic ai. Let the number of
active flows of class i be xi and consider a time
interval of congestion, where

(4)

i=1 xi ai ≥ C .
m

With max-min fair sharing, the congestion is
confined to flows of high rates. Specifically, there is
an index j such that flows of classes j to m reduce their
rate to a "fair rate" r satisfying cj-1 < r ≤ cj, while
flows of classes 1 to j-1 maintain their peak rate. The
precise value of r is such that the sum of realized flow
rates is equal to C. It turns out that performance
evaluation under max-min fairness is now analytically
intractable.
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To make progress it is useful to make a further
convenient assumption [2]. They assume that sharing
is "balanced fair". In the present context, this means
that when the system is in congestion all flows see a
rate reduction, the reduction of flows of class i being
approximately proportional to ci. It has been proved
that balanced fairness is the only policy for which it is
possible to derive explicit performance results for
general rate and demand vectors, {ci} and {ai}, and
that these results do not depend on any more detailed
traffic characteristics.
Under balanced fairness, the probability that the
total flow rate Σ xi ci is equal to n, assuming C and the
{ci} are integers, is proportional to a function f (n) that
satisfies the recurrence relations:
(5)

1 n  m ai f (n − ci ) if n < C ,
i =1
f ( n) = 
m
1 C i = 1 ai f (n − ci ) if n < C.

Comparison of (5) and (2) reveals a quite
remarkable parallel between loss systems on one hand
and balanced fair systems on the other that in fact
extends well beyond the results we are able to
summarize here.
The function f (n) can be used to derive a number
of performance parameters like the congestion rate,
the probability input rate Σ xi ci exceeds capacity C.
Importantly, it has been verified by simulation that
many performance results derived under the
convenient balanced fairness assumption closely
approximate those obtained for max-min as well as
other fairness criteria. The balanced fairness
assumption is then reasonable as well as convenient.
4.4 Throughput and congestion
It has been shown in particular that the expected
throughput of a flow of peak rate ci is approximately
equal to the minimum of ci and C-A where A = Σ ai is
overall demand. The fact that C is large and utilization
A/C is typically not more than 80% explains why
Internet backbone links rarely impact perceived
performance. They are in the transparent regime since
no flows are able to saturate the residual free capacity,
i.e., ci << C - A for all i.
If the {ci} and {ai} are known, it is possible to use
the recurrence relations (5) to dimension links to
ensure a low congestion probability. This means the
link stays with high probability in the transparent
regime. This is only satisfactory however if the ci are
all guaranteed to be relatively small. Otherwise, the
variance of the offered traffic is high so that
congestion can only be avoided by limiting mean load
to a small fraction of capacity.
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While the transparent regime prevails in the
Internet, justifying the Gaussian traffic models [9], we
anticipate that the elastic regime will become more
common as flow rates increase, notably between wellconnected servers and data centres.
5. Internet Erlang formula
It is identified an explicit performance relation
that, like the Erlang loss formula, involves only link
capacity and expected demand [1]. For all practical
purposes, this relation is an upper bound on the
probability of congestion and can be used to
dimension Internet links.
5.1 Performance criteria
It is considered the demand-capacity-performance
relation with the following choice of performance
criterion. It is supposed a network provider seeks to
limit the degradation suffered by streaming flows of
peak rate no greater than c. Specifically, assuming
max-min fair bandwidth sharing, the proportion of
time Pc any currently active flow of rate c would
suffer loss or have to reduce its rate should be less
than some target ε. It is referred to Pc as the rate-c
congestion probability. The dimensioning objective,
given demand A, is to provide sufficient capacity C
such that Pc < ε.
Under max-min fair bandwidth sharing, Pc is
simply the probability that the fair rate is less than c.
According to the model of the previous section, with
some traffic mix defined by {ci} and {ai}, we have:

(6)

 m

Pc = Pr   xi min (ci , c) ≥ c  .
 i =1


5.2 A congestion probability bound
Unfortunately, max-min sharing is intractable: it is
not possible to calculate the probability distribution of
the fair rate. Moreover, any formula that depends on
precise knowledge of {ci} and {ai} is hardly useful in
practice since these data are not usually available. On
the other hand, as shown below, there is a formula
that, for all practical purposes, constitutes an upper
bound on the congestion probability Pc and is valid for
any traffic mix [1].
The test rate c divides the flows into two
categories: "low rate-flows" that have a peak rate less
than c and "high-rate flows" that have a peak rate
greater than or equal to c. For given overall traffic A,
Pc tends to increase either as the peak rate of low-rateflows increases to c or as the peak rate of high-rateflows decreases to c. In particular, the rate-c
congestion for any traffic mix is upper bounded by
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that for traffic concentrated on rate c alone. This
statement is not strictly true and precisely qualifying
the sets of parameters and conditions for which it is
remained an open research challenge. But, intuitive
arguments, some mathematical demonstrations and
the results of simulations lead to the conviction to
calculate Pc assuming uniform rate-c flows constitutes
a valid, conservative approach for link dimensioning.
Reducing the rate of high-rate-flows while
maintaining the same demand tends to increase the
number of flows in progress. This naturally reduces
the fair rate thus increasing Pc. Consider now a set of
classes such that ci < c for all i (i.e., after reducing the
rate of high-rate-flows). The dimensioning objective is
to ensure the link leaves the transparent regime with
probability less than ε. There is a folk theorem that
such congestion increases with the "burstiness" of the
arrival process. Assimilating burstiness to the variance
of the input rate, this indeed increases with flow rates.
It is explicit in the Gaussian approach to dimensioning
where the congestion increases with input rate
variance.
For all practical purposes, the worst case traffic
mix for rate c congestion thus corresponds to all flows
having the same peak rate, c. This is precisely the
assumption of Section 4.2 where Pc was shown to be
given by the Erlang C-formula. We conclude that a
dimensioning rule to ensure Pc < ε for any traffic mix
with overall demand A is to determine C such that
E2(C/c, A/c) < ε. The Internet Erlang formula is none
other than the Erlang delay formula [1]!
5.3 Significance
Note that the Erlang C-formula provides a bound
that is not necessarily tight. The importance of the
bound, even when it is not tight, is that it has precisely
the same robustness as the Erlang loss formula.
Performance depends only on overall expected
demand A for whatever mix of flow rates and for the
very general Poisson session traffic model. Recall that
under this traffic model, packet and flow arrival
processes are self-similar whenever the distributions
of the flow size and the number of flows per session,
respectively, have a heavy tail. The above results
demonstrate that these characteristics have no
significant impact on performance: the Erlang C
bound is insensitive [1].
While the bound may not always be tight, it is
nevertheless a very useful dimensioning tool. In
particular, it exhibits scale economies similar to those
of the telephone network, as depicted in Fig.7.
Achievable utilization increases towards 100% as the
ratio C/c grows. For example, utilization greater than
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80% is compatible with 5 Mb/s streaming flows
suffering congestion of less than 0.1% on any link of
capacity greater than 1 Gb/s.
The Erlang C bound is a solid result that is
independent of any assumption about traffic demand
other than its overall average. If an operator knows
more about the actual traffic mix, notably the traffic
proportion due to high-rate-flows and their rates, a
more precise demand-capacity-performance relation
could be derived, using the mathematical models
developed in [2] for instance.

Source: Bonald, Roberts. Internet and the Erlang Formula [1].

Fig.7. Admissible load A/C as a function of relative link
capacity C=c for rate-c congestion probabilities
5%; 1%; 0.1% (from top to bottom).

6. Summary
This article is a survey of the related works in the
literature on teletraffic engineering in IP network
based on Erlang formulae. It is surveyed various
techniques proposed for evaluation of the three-way
relation between demand, capacity and performance
that are available in the Internet.
It is demonstrated that, under a realistic flow-level
model of Internet traffic, a simple performance
parameter useful as a dimensioning criterion for
network links depends only on link capacity and
overall demand. Explicitly, the probability a flow of
given peak rate must reduce it is bounded by the
Erlang delay formula.
The Internet performance relation is analogous to
the Erlang loss formula of the telephone network in
several ways. It depends only on link capacity and
expected load and not on more detailed traffic
characteristics [1]. It is therefore robust to changing
usage. Both formulae reveal scale economies that
validate simple, maximum-load dimensioning criteria
for large capacity links. Its adoption as a dimensioning
criterion facilitates network management since we
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only need to monitor and estimate average overall
demand in representative busy periods.
Like the Erlang loss formula, the bound is not
sufficient for all purposes and more precise
performance measures are sometimes required. The
presented analysis is based on an extensive body of
work, summarized in the paper [2], where many more
results relevant to both wired and wireless networks
are presented. It is possible to account for finite source
traffic in the access network or to derive end-to-end
performance measures for a network path.
The validity of the Internet Erlang formula relies
on the assumption of max-min fair sharing. In
practice, fairness does not need to be perfectly precise
but one must question current reliance on end-systems
voluntarily implementing TCP, or TCP-friendly,
congestion control. J. Roberts and T. Bonald consider
that the future Internet should impose per-flow
fairness. This is technically feasible and is arguably
the only traffic control needed to satisfy performance
requirements. Fair sharing makes the network
manageable precisely and then it is possible to apply
the Erlang delay formula. This cannot be said for
other traffic control architectures, like Diffserv for
instance.
We hope that present survey can give a new
direction to the research in the IP network teletraffic
engineering.
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Aspects of autonomous M2M device management
Ivaylo I. Atanasov
Device management is a challenging task in Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications. The
increased number of connected devices and device diversity calls for device management that reduces
the deployment time and operational costs. Open Mobile Alliance specified Lightweight M2M
(LWM2M) protocol for device management. Device management provides means of managing device
life cycles. One of the aspects of device life cycle management is software and firmware upgrade. The
LWM2M specification stress on procedures between the managed device and remote controlling
server and do not consider behavioral aspects. In this paper, device registration models including
firmware upgrades are proposed, considering Lightweight M2M procedures. An approach to
modeling an autonomous behavior is suggested. The autonomous behavior is exposed by an agent,
which following a goal, formulates a problem, searches the solution space by examining different
sequences of action, and carries out the identified actions. The autonomous agent, described by
temporal logic, controls the registration status of M2M devices and configures a new firmware
version.
Аспекти на автономен мениджмънт на М2М устройства (Ивайло Атанасов). В
комуникациите от машинен тип (М2М) мениджмънтът на устройства е трудна задача.
Увеличаващият се брой на свързани устройства и тяхната разнородност изискват
мениджмънт, който намалява времето за разгръщане на устройствата и операционните
разходи. Open Mobile Alliance специфицира протокол Lightweight M2M (LWM2M) за
мениджмънт на устройства с ограничени ресурси. Мениджмънтът на устройства осигурява
средства за управление на жизнения цикъл на устройствата. Един от аспектите на
мениджмънта на жизнения цикъл на свързани устройства е опресняването на софтуера и
фърмуера. Спецификациите на LWM2M поставят ударение върху управляваното устройства
и отдалечения управляващ сървър и не разглеждат аспекти на поведението. В тази статия са
предложени модели на регистриране на устройства, които включват опресняване на
фърмуера. Предложен е и подход за моделиране на автономно поведение на агент, който
следвайки определена цел, формулира проблем, търси в пространството от решения и прилага
идентифицираните действия. Автономният агент, описан с темпорална логика, управлява
регистрационния статус на M2M устройства и конфигурира нова версия на фърмуера.

Introduction
Machine-to-Machine (M2M) communications
have various application areas such as automotive,
home automation, smart cities, energy efficiency,
industry, agriculture, safety and security, health,
education and others. Despite the differences all these
areas set common requirements for connected devices
to communicate through different access networks,
remote configuration and control. Device management
is a challenging and critical issue due to rapidly
growing number of connected devices and their
diversity [1]. A plethora of devices and customized
solutions are available on the market and a large
amount of the employed technology is proprietary
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today [2], [3], [4]. This calls for abstraction of device
management functions which has to hide the
complexity and to be technology independent. Such
an abstraction can be provided by OMA LWM2M [5],
[6]. Lightweight M2M is a protocol from Open
Mobile Alliance for M2M device management. It
defines device management procedures between a
LWM2M server and a LWM2M client, which is
located in a device. The protocol may be used to
create device management solutions that apply the
approach of software defined networks [7], [8]. The
proposed solutions, based on LWM2M, consider high
level architectural aspects and do not provide details
on behavioral models that follow the M2M device
management procedures. In this paper, models of
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device registration as seen by the server and device
are suggested. A model of autonomous agent that
maintains the device registration status is presented.
The models are compliant with ETSI M2M functional
architecture [9] and Enabler Test Specification for
Lightweight M2M [10]. In addition to regular device
registration functions, our models include functions
related to server initiated device registration, firmware
upgrade and server disabling. The control of these
functions is automated and realized by an autonomous
agent. The agent follows a goal, formulates problem,
searches for solution among different actions and
finally caries out the identified actions.

Registration models
LWM2M is a standard for a communication
mechanism between M2M devices and M2M server
platforms. The main motivation behind it is to reduce
the degree of fragmentation in the area of M2M
remote management.
The LWM2M defines a protocol between M2M
devices in a role of clients and the server. The server
is responsible for device registration and
deregistration, firmware updates, device rebooting,
monitoring connectivity parameters on the device,
controlling bearers used by the device, configuration
of APN and retrieval of device location data [9].
Device registration allows the server to maintain
device reachability status. If the device is not
registered it is not reachable. When the device sends a
registration request (regreq) it moves to registering
state, where it waits for the server answer. After
receiving the server answer with registration
acknowledgement, the device sets the registration
timer (Treg) and moves to registered state. If the
device is registered, it is with operational firmware
and the server and device store registration-related
information making it available, on request or based
on subscription. When the registration timer expires
the device refreshes it registration. When registered,
the device may receive a soft offline request and then
it sends a de-registration request to the server and
becomes unregistered.
The device’s viewpoint on its registration state is
as follows. In UnregisteredD state, the device is offline
and it is not registered. In Registering state, the device
is in a process of registration. In OperationalFwD, the
device is registered with operational firmware. In
UpdateRegistration state, device re-registration is
required and a transport binding between the server
and device is established, and the device waits for
registration update trigger message from the server. In
WaitDeregAck state, the device waits for deregistra-
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tion acknowledgement. In FirmwareDownloadingD
state, the device downloads the new firmware version.
The model representing the device’s view on its
registration state is shown in Fig.1.
The server’s viewpoint on device registration state
is as follows. In UnregisteredS state, the device is not
registered. In OperationalFwS state, the device is
registered
with
operational
firmware.
In
NotificationStoring state, the device is registered and
the server updates the notification storing object (i.e.
the server sends instructions to the device whether to
store notifications while the server is disabled or not).
In Disabling state, the server is going to move to
disabled state. In TransportBinding state, the device is
registered and updates its registration. In
WaitUpdateAck state, the server waits for acknowledgement of transport binding. In WaitFwVersion
state, the device is registered and the server reads the
current firmware version. In WaitDownlodAck state,
the device is registered and the server initiates the
download of a new firmware version. In FirmwareDownloadingS state, the device downloads the new
firmware version. In WaitFwActionStatus state, the
server asks for the firmware downloading status. In
WaitFwUpdate state, the server waits for acknowledgement of firmware update. In RemoveOldFirmware state, the server waits for acknowledgement that
the old firmware version is removed. In Rebooting
state, the server waits device rebooting. The model
representing the server’s view on device registration
state is shown in Fig.2.

Using agent technology for automation of
device registration and configuration
An agent is a thing that perceives from and acts on
an M2M device in such way that the device goes
through a sequence of states maximizing the
performance measures. The problem in M2M selfconfiguration includes a goal and set of means to
achieve the goal. One of the goals of M2M selfconfiguration is provisioning the device with the latest
version of the firmware. An agent dedicated to M2M
self-configuration (Registration Management Agent)
reasons about and follows actions in order to achieve
the goal. The process of reasoning what means it can
do is called search. The Registration Management
Agent is goal-based and solves the problem deciding
what to do by finding sequences of actions that lead to
the desirable registered state of M2M devices with
operational firmware. The agent actions can be
viewed as transitions between M2M device states.
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Fig.1. Registration state of an authorized device as seen by the device.

Fig.2. Registration state of an authorized device as seen by the server.
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The problem solving of an M2M Registration
Management Agent includes four stages: goal
formulation, problem formulation, searching solution
and execution. The Agent explores the current
situation and draws the goal which helps to organize
behavior by rejecting actions that result in a failure to
achieve the operational state of the M2M device. The
Agent draws the problem by deciding what transitions
and states to consider following the operational state
of M2M device. In general, an M2M Registration
Management Agent faces with several options of
possible sequences of actions because it does not
know enough about the current device state. For
example, there may be different reasons for device not
answering (a connectivity problem, low battery level,
a firmware failure, etc.). The Agent searches the
solution space by examining different sequences of
action. Once the solution is found, the agent carries
out the identified actions in the execution stage.
An illustration of the four stages for a particular
device is shown in Fig.3.
The autonomous behavior of the proposed
Registration Management Agent is based on the OMA
LWM2M [8].

Knowledge base model for management of
device registration
The model of autonomous agent that maintains the
device registration status needs to react in situations
which are different from those described in the
previous section. For example, the agent should react
in cases where the server temporarily becomes
unavailable or an external request for registration
refresh is received (e.g. from another agent) during
downloading the firmware latest version, or firmware

downloading lasts longer than expected. An external
request for M2M device de-registration may be
initiated in case of device failure, abnormal data
session completion, server failure etc. To ensure the
appropriate level of service, an access independent
mechanism is needed at the application level to handle
such problems. External request for de-registration
may have the following reasons:
• Network maintenance – the device re-registration
in case of scheduled or non-scheduled
procedures related to network maintenance
solves the problem with current contexts of
registered devices and creates new ones in the
network nodes;
• Device roaming – a re-registration is necessary
in case of roaming in another network, the device
may not perform de-registration in the old
network and in order to prevent dubbed
registration or saving inconsistent information;
• Application level – М2М service capabilities
offered to applications may have parameters
which determine whether a registration of a
device or a group of devices should be removed;
• Subscription management – the network operator
must be able to restrict the access of M2M
devices to the network at the end of the contract,
subscription termination, detection of network
resources misuse, change of service profile of
service etc.
The autonomous registration model is elaborated
as follows.
The behavior of the Registration Management
Agent is described by temporal logic. We use a
minimal set of standard notations G for always, U for
until, N for next, and F for future. We use predicates

storage:
Device,
managed element
State(Device),
current device state, initially unknown
RegMgtGoal(Device),
a goal, initially null
RegMgtProblem(Device), a problem to cope with, initially none
ActionSequence(Device), an action sequence, initially empty
function RegManagementAgent
inputs: MonitoringInfo, Device returns action
RefreshState( State(Device), MonitoringInfo ) → State(Device)
do
UpdateGoal( State(Device) ) → RegMgtGoal(Device)
DeduceProblem( State(Device), RegMgtGoal(Device) ) → RegMgtProblem(Device)
SearchSolution( RegMgtProblem(Device), ActionSequence(Device) ) → ActionSequence(Device)
until ActionSequence(Device) is not empty
ExtractFirst( ActionSequence(Device) ) → action
return action
Fig.3. Behavior of M2M registration management agent.
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in order to formalize the message exchange between
the autonomous agent (sever) and the managed М2М
device (client) and to describe device state from the
agent viewpoint.
The predicate Authorized(x) is true if
authentication of device x performed during
registration is successful. The predicate Timerreg(x)
becomes true when the time of registration of device x
expires. The predicate OldFwVersion(x) is true when
the device x uses an old firmware version. The
predicate fwAvailable becomes true when a new
software version is available. When the device x
completes the firmware version downloading, the
predicate FwDownloaded(x) becomes true.
Functions are used for description of actions, e.g.
function set(Timerreg(x)) is used to set the registration
timer with the registration validity period. In addition
to the registration timer, other timers are also used.
The timer Timerdisablе measures the period for which
the agent will be disabled, and the timer Timerenablе
measures the period for which the agent will be
enabled. The timer maxTimerdl(x) measures the
maximal period needed for downloading the firmware
version and the timer fwTimerdl(x) measures the
period for querying about the downloading status.
The Registered state is added in which the device
after successful registration is queried about the used
firmware version. If the device uses the latest version,
the device state becomes OperationalFw, else the
agent initiates procedure for downloading the new
firmware version.
The agent is in Disabled state until the Timerdisable
expires:
(1)

G(Disabled→⊤U (Timerdisable)

When the agent becomes enabled, the timer
Timerenable is set with the period for which the agent
will be enabled and the device is regarded as
unregistered:
(2)

G(Disabled∧Timerdisable → set(Timerenable)∧
∧ NUnregistered(x))

The device is unregistered until an initial
registration request is received, or a re-registration
request is received, or until the timer Timerenable
expires:
(3)

G(Unregistered(x)→ ⊤U (initialRegreq(x)∨

∨reRegreq(x)∨Timerenable))

If the device is not registered and an initial
registration request is received, and the authentication
is successful then the agent sends an
acknowledgement of the registration request, sets the
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registration timer, and queries the device about the
used firmware version. The device state is considered
as registered:
(4) G(Unregistered(x)∧initialRegreq(x)∧ Authorized(x)→
→ initialRegack(x)∧readFwVersionreq(x)∧
∧set(Timerreg(x))∧NRegistered(x))

If the device is not registered and an initial
registration request is received, and the authentication
fails then the agent rejects the initial registration
request and the device state is considered as
unregistered:
(5) G(Unregistered(x)∧initialRegreq(x)∧¬Authorized(x) →
→ initialRegrej(x)∧ NUnregistered(x))

If the device is not registered and a re-registration
request is received, and the authentication is
successful then an acknowledgement of the
registration request is sent, the registration timer is set
and a query about the used firmware version is sent,
and the device state is registered:
(6) G(Unregistered(x)∧reRegreq(x)∧Authorized(x)→
→reRegack(x)∧readFwVersionreq(x) ∧
∧ set(Timerreg(x))∧NRegistered(x))

If the device is not registered and a re-registration
request is received, and the authentication fails then
the re-registration request is rejected and the device
state is regarded as unregistered:
(7)

G(Unregistered(x)∧reRegreq(x)→reRegrej(x)∧
∧¬Authorized(x)∧NUnregistered(x))

While the device is unregistered and the timer
Timerenable expires then the Timerdisable is set and the
agent becomes disabled.
(8)

G(Unregistered(x)∧Timerenable(x)→
→set(Timerdisable)∧Disabled)

The device is considered to be in Registered state
until a response with the used firmware version is
received:
(9)

G(Registered(x)→⊤U(readFwVersionres(x))

If the device is registered and it uses an actual
firmware version, then its state becomes
OperationalFw:
(10)

G(Registered(x)∧readFwVersionres(x) ∧
∧¬OldFwVersion(x)→NOperationalFw(x))

If the device is registered and uses an old firmware
version, then the agent sends the address of the new
firmware version and waits for acknowledgement:
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(11)

G(Registered(x)∧readFwVersionres(x)∧
∧OldFwVersion(x)→fwVersionreq)∧
∧NWaitFwVersion(x))

The device is registered with operational firmware
version until one of the following occurs: a reregistration request it received, the registration timer
expires, information that the agent will become
disabled becomes available, a new firmware version
becomes available, an external request for device
registration update is received or the agent availability
timer expires:
(12)

G(OperationalFw(x)→⊤U(reRegreq(x)∨
∨Timerreg(x)∨disable∨fwAvailable∨
∨deregister∨Timerensable)

If a re-registration request is received, the agent
authenticates the device and sends a re-registration
response:
(13) G(OperationalFw(x)∧reRegreq(x)∧Authorized(x)→
→reRegack(x)∧set(Timerreg(x))∧ NOperationalFw(x))
(14) G(OperationalFw(x)∧reRegreq(x)∧¬Authorized(x) →
→reRegrej(x)∧NUnregistered(x))

If the agent availability timer expires or
information that the agent will become disabled is
available, then the agent sends to the device
instructions whether to store any notifications while
the agent is disabled or not, as well a notification that
the agent is going to become disabled. The device is
considered as unregistered:
(15)

G(OperationalFw(x)∧(Timerenable∨disable)→
→updateNSreq(x)∧NNotificationStoring(x))

(16)
(17)

G(NotificationStoring(x)→⊤U (updateNSack(x))
G(NotificationStoring(x)∧updateNSack(x) →
→disablereq(x)∧NDisabling(x))

(18)

G(Disabling(x)→⊤Udisableack(x) →
reset(Timerreg(x)) ∧ set(Timerdisable) ∧
∧NUnregistered(x))

If the device is registered with operational
firmware version and an external registration update
request is received, the agent sends a request for
transport binding to the device and a command for
registration update, and resets the registration timer
considering the device as unregistered:
(21)

G(OperationalFw(x)∨deregister→
→ bindreq(x)∧NUpdateBinding(x))

(22)
(23)

G(UpdateBinding(x)→⊤U(bindack(x))
G(UpdateBinding(x)∧bindack(x) →
→ updateRegcom(x)∧NWaitUpdateAck(x))

(24)
(25)

G(WaitUpdateAck(x)→⊤U(updateRegack(x))
G(WaitUpdateAck(x)∧updateRegack(x) →
reset(Timerreg(x))∧NUnregistered(x))

If a new firmware version is available and an
acknowledgement for the version address is received
from the device, then the agent sends instructions to
start downloading, sets the timer maxTimerdl(x) with
the maximum period for downloading and queries
about the downloading status:
(26)
(27)

G(WaitFwVersion(x)→⊤U(fwVersionres(x))
G(WaitFwVersion(x)∧fwVersionres(x) →
→writeFwreq(x)∧NWaitDownloadAck(x))

(28)
(29)

G(WaitDownloadAck(x)→⊤U(writeFWres(x))
G(WaitDownloadAck(x)∧writeFWres(x)→
→readDLstatusreq(x))∧ set(maxTimerdl(x))∧
∧NWaitFwActionStatus(x))
G(WaitFwActionStatus(x)→

(30)

→⊤U(readDLstatusres(x))

If the device has not completed the downloading,
then the agent sets the timer fwTimerdl(x) with the
period for the next query:
(31)

G(WaitFwActionStatus(x)∧readDLstatusres(x)∧
∧¬FwDownloaded(x)→ set(fwTimerdl(x))∧
NFirmwareDownloading(x))

If the device has been informed that the agent will
be disabled, then the agent becomes disabled in a
future moment when all devices are informed about
that:

If the device has completed the downloading of the
firmware version, the agent sends instructions to the
device to activate the new version, to delete the old
one. Then the agent resets the registration timer and
considers the device as unregistered:

(19)

(32)

G(WaitFwActionStatus(x)∧readDLstatusres(x)∧
∧FwDownloaded(x)→ updateFwreq(x))∧
∧NWaitFwUpdate(x))

(33)
(34)

G(WaitFwUpdate(x)→⊤U(updateFwack(x))
G(WaitFwUpdate(x)∧updateFwack(x) →
→ removereq(x)∧NRemoveOldFirmwarer(x))

(35)

G(RemoveOldFirmware(x)→⊤U(removeack(x))

N-1Disabling(x) →F Disabled

If the device is registered with operational
firmware version, when a new firmware version
becomes available, the device is informed about the
address of the new version:
(20)
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G(OperationalFw(x)∧fwAvailable→
→fwVersionreq(x)∧NWaiFwVersion(x))
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(36)

G(RemoveOldFirmware(x)∧removeack(x) →
→ rebootreq(x)∧NRebooting(x))

(37)
(38)

G(Rebooting(x)→⊤U(rebootack(x))
G(Rebooting(x)∧rebootack(x) →
→ reset(Timerreg(x))∧NUnregistered(x))

One of the following may occur while the device
downloads the new firmware version: a query about
downloading status may be sent, the maximal period
for downloading may expire, the registration timer
may expire, information that the agent will be disabled
becomes available, an external de-registration request
may be received, or re-registration request from the
device may be received:
(39)

G(FirmwareDownloading(x)→⊤U(fwTimerdl(x)∨
∨ maxTimerdl(x)∨Timerreg(x) ∨ Timerenable
∨ disable∨deregister∨reRegreq(x))

In case of query about downloading status, the
device sends a response:
(40)

G(FirmwareDownloading(x)∧fwTimerdl(x) →
→ readDLstatusreq(x) ∧ NWaitFwActionStatus(x))

If the registration timer expires while the device
downloads the new firmware version or if the
downloading lasts too long (more than the maximal
expected period), the device is considered as
unregistered:
(41)
(42)

G(FirmwareDownloading(x)∧Timerreg(x) →
→NUnregistered(x))
G(FirmwareDownloading(x)∧maxTimerdl(x) →
→ NUnregistered(x))

If the agent enabling timer expires during the
downloading or information that the agent will
become disabled becomes available, the agent sends
instructions to the device whether to store
notifications or not while the agent is disabled:
(43) G(FirmwareDownloading(x)∧(Timerenable∨disable) →
→ updateNSreq(x)∧ NNotificationStoring(x))

During downloading, if an external request for
device de-registration is received, the agent request
transport binding change:
(44)

G(FirmwareDownloading(x)∧deregister →
→ bindreq(x)∧NUpdateBinding(x))

During the process of the firmware download, if a
request for re-registration is received, then the agent,
after proper authentication of the device, has to send a
response to the requested re-registration, which is
formalized as follows:
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(45) G(FirmwareDownloading(x)∧reRegreq(x) ∧
∧ Authorized(x)→reRegack(x)∧set(Timerreg(x)) ∧
∧ NFirmwareDownloading(x))
(46) G(FirmwareDownloading(x)∧reRegreq(x)∧
∧ ¬Authorized(x)→reRegrej(x)∧ NUnregistered(x))

Additional functions that may be incorporated in
the autonomous agents include configuration and
activation of a new Access Point Name (APN).
Conclusion
Embedding autonomic features in M2M systems
reduces operational costs. Following the goal of
ensuring a reliable and efficient M2M network,
autonomous agents that perceive from the M2M
ecosystem and act upon it can contribute to selfconfiguration.
The proposed behavioral model of Registration
Management Agent maintains the M2M device
registration status and configures the devices with a
new firmware version. The model is compliant with
OMA LWM2M device management procedures and it
is formally described by temporal logic.
Future work will include modeling of fault and
performance management functions including device
rebooting and monitoring and control on device
connectivity parameters.
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Practical implementation of algorithms for error-correction and
combating ISI in a DSP-based QAM modulator
Emil E. Vladkov
A communication system build upon contemporary digital modulation principles on a DSP-based
hardware platform where most of the tasks are performed in software through signal processing
algorithms can easily accommodate existing and new coding and filtering algorithms to combat the
real communication channel signal impairments. Such impairments like noise-induced errors and
errors originating in the Inter-Symbol-Interference phenomenon are suppressed and even errorcorrecting capabilities are provided by the proposed Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) and RootRaised-Cosine (RRC) filter shaping algorithms and their assembly language implementations. The
TCM is implemented with a QAM-16 constellation diagram to prove the basic functionality and
efficiency of the DSP hardware in such computational tasks, but with minor modifications the same
algorithm and code can achieve higher information rates through other more dense constellation
plots. The RRC filter pulse shaping is a classical FIR filter DSP implementation example but requires
oversampling of the output pulses and so faster processing to retain the same symbol rate. Both
discussed advanced data preprocessing tasks prove the importance and efficiency of digital signal
processing in present-day and future communication systems.
Практическа реализация на алгоритми за корекция на грешки и компенсиране на
ефекта на междусимволната интерференция в базиран на цифров сигнален процесор
QAM-модулатор (Емил Владков). Комуникационна система, използваща принципите на
съвременната цифрова модулация и изградена на базата на апаратна платформа с цифров
сигнален процесор (ЦСП), при която повечето от задачите се осъществяват програмно, лесно
може да бъде приспособена да използва съществуващи и нови алгоритми за кодиране и
филтрация за справяне с проблемите със сигнала в реален комуникационен канал. Подобни
проблеми като предизвикани от шум грешки и грешки, причинени от феномена на
междусимволната интерференция, се подтискат и дори се осигуряват възможности за
корекция на грешки посредством предложените решетъчен TCM и RRC филтриращ
алгоритми и техните реализации на асемблерен език за ЦСП. TCM алгоритъма е осъществен
посредством QAM-16 модулационна схема с цел доказване на базовата функционалност и
ефективност на апаратното осигуряване с ЦСП при подобни изчислителни задачи, но с леки
модификации същият алгоритъм и код може да осигури по-високи информационни скорости
при използване на констелационни диаграми с повече точки. Формирането на изходните
импулси посредством RRC-филтър е класическо приложение на КИХ цифрови филтри, но
изисква повишаване на честотата на дискретизация на изходните импулси и поради това побърза обработка за запазване на същата символна скорост. И двете дискутирани в статията
задачи по предварителна обработка на данните доказват важността и ефективността на
цифровата обработка на сигналите в съвременните и бъдещите комуникационни системи.

I. Introduction
Contemporary digital communications are
relatively noise-proof compared to analog modulation
techniques. Nevertheless they are prone to the digital
cliff effect at large noise and interference levels and
are subject to the Inter-Symbol-Interference
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phenomenon caused by the dispersion characteristics
of the communication channel. The prototype digital
modulator board based upon Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) algorithms, presented in [1] and [2], can obtain
improved functionality in respect to real
communication channel impairments with the
firmware additions of algorithm implementations of
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Trellis Coded Modulation and Root-Raised-Cosine
filter pulse shaping discussed in this article.
II. DSP algorithm of a Convolutional Encoder
for Trellis Coded Modulation
The idea behind Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM)
of data before transmission is to provide an error
correction mechanism through the addition of
redundancy bits to the original data bits. To retain the
same information bit rate with this increased number
of bits to transmit there are two solutions. The first
(trivial) one is to increase the transmission symbol
rate of the system, which leads to the necessity of
increased channel bandwidth with a direct
consequence - a slightly degraded signal-to-noise ratio
(less than 1.5dB) [3]. The second more sophisticated
solution is to increase the number of possible
transmitted symbols to accommodate the increased
information rate. For the QAM-type of modulation
this means doubling the points in the constellation
diagram for every additional bit. In the case of the
proposed project of a digital modulator ([1], [2]) 3 bits
are transmitted through a QAM-16 constellation,
which accounts for the added 1 redundancy bit.
d
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Fig.1. Trellis Coded Modulation (TCM) principle and
convolutional encoding algorithm.
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Trellis coding adds dependency between
successive symbols in the transmission and maximizes
the Euclidean distance between possible sequentially
transmitted symbols. So without coding every symbol
in the constellation can be followed by every other
possible symbol, but with TCM not every symbol is a
valid one after the transmission of the previous
symbol “X”. In classical modulation and coding
techniques the coding precedes the process of
modulation. In digital modulation it is possible to join
the two processes – so the TCM is actually a form of
coding implemented at the modulation (constellation
diagram) level. The inventor of TCM Ungerboeck
calls this “mapping by set partitioning” [4]. The
philosophy behind these words is illustrated in the
constellation diagrams in Fig.1. The large
constellation consisting of 16 points to accommodate
the error protection bit is subdivided into smaller sets
with increased Euclidean distance between points. If
the Euclidean distance for the complete QAM-16
constellation was d, then by dividing the set into two
smaller sets, one shifted against the other, this
distance becomes √2d and by the next subdivision it
becomes 2d. Greater distance between points means
better error performance, as errors occur with less
probability due to a blurred symbol positions and
overlapping. The process continues until there are N/2
(8 in the depicted case for the QAM-16) separate sets
with only two points in each. Here one of the
important points in the philosophy of TCM is
constituted – the two points are so wide apart that they
don’t need to be protected by additional redundancy.
So the most significant bit (b3) is left through the
encoder not participating in the encoding process
(depicted in the encoder diagram at the bottom of
Fig.1), it is used only to select between the two distant
states. The protection against receiving the false state
set due to noise is the second important point in the
philosophy behind TCM. The remaining (without the
MSB) bits (2 in the presented case) are coded
(protected) so that a memory from the previous
transmitted symbol is incorporated into the new
symbol through the use of a convolutional code. A
convolutional encoding is performed by convolving
the input stream with the impulse response of the code
to produce the output bit stream where the code
impulse response is determined by the configuration
and number of memory elements (delay line cells) of
the encoder. The presented encoder has 8 possible
states as it has a 3-bit delay line. Two bits (b2 and b1)
are input to the encoder to determine the next state, so
from every state the encoder can go to only 4 other
states (not to all other possible states). The new state
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depends on the previous state memorized by the delay
line. Said simple after one symbol a limited number of
possible symbols are expected. If another
“unexpected” symbol arrives, then there is an error. In
such error event the receiver performs a complicated
algorithm, known as Viterbi decoding in going back
through the states history and evaluating a metric,
showing how different is the received sequence from a
correct valid one – so the receiver determines with
maximum likelihood what actually should have been
received. It is possible in this way to correct errors
arising from short noisy bursts, which have
completely corrupted the data. A deeper evaluation of
the tricks of Trellis Coding and Viterbi decoding can
be found in many excellent texts on the subjects [3],
[5].
The DSP-implementation of the Trellis Coded
Modulation can be subdivided in two parts – the first
one: the process of transforming user data, residing in
the data_buffer, from 3-bit groups into 4-bit encoded
groups (which will transform every 48-bit long
location in the buffer into 2 32-bit long encoded
locations) and then remapping the encoded data into
the TCM-QAM-16 constellation, and the second one:
the actual 3-bit to 4-bit convolutional encoding. The
first task is a simple data manipulation task. The only
peculiarity, which deserves attention, is that a special
look-up table is used for the QAM-remapping, as the
TCM-encoding implements a somewhat different
constellation concerning the locations of the separate
symbols. Therefore the TCM_QAM_16_constellation
table in the Program Memory is used in place of the
normal QAM_16_constellation. The second task is the
actual error correction encoding process presented in
assembly code for the ADSP-21061 SHARC DSP in
the Fig.2 listing [6]. A closer look at the algorithm
reveals its functionality. What actually happens is that
3-bit groups are extracted from the R5-register, then
they are encoded into 4-bit groups and the new
symbols are written back to the R6-register. The
whole process is performed in a loop, which executes
8-times starting from the most significant symbols and
ending with the least significant symbols occupying
the LSBs of R6. As 8 3-bit symbols are encoded in a
single pass of the subroutine (the subroutine
Convolution_Encoder is called 2-times for every 48bit data_buffer location) actually 24-bits of user data
are encoded into 4x8= 32 bits (the complete R6
register). After every execution of the encoder loop
the extract and deposit positions of the source and
destination registers are updated (they are
decremented with the simple Rx= Rx-1 instruction).
The positions are stored in the R3 register for the
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extract parameters and in R2 for the deposit
parameters. The new extract location is obtained from
the old one through three decrements and the new
deposit location – through 4 decrements as 4-bits are
deposited. As discussed in the Fig.1 explanations the
encoder implemented adds dependency between
succeeding symbols through the use of the S2-S1-S0
delay line. In software this delay line is put into
practice as the convolution_delay_line variable, stored
in the data memory of the DSP. For every new 4-bit
output symbol this delay line is read into the R0
register, then it is updated (equivalent to the XORoperations and a right shift) and the new state
calculated in R12 is put back into the delay line
variable in DM. R7 is used to hold the 4-bit output
symbol manipulated in the encoding process – the
same R7 is deposited into the R6 result register. In the
XOR-operations performed by the encoder functional
diagram the R1 and R4 registers are involved.
Convolution_Encoder: R6 = 0;
/* Performs a convolutional encoder, transforming 3 bits to 4 bits symbols */
R3 = 0xDD;
/* initial extract parameters 3-bits */
R2 = 0x11C;
/* initial deposit parameters 4-bits */
LCNTR = 8, DO Convolution_Loop UNTIL LCE;
/* extracts 24 MS bits from input in R5 */
R7 = FEXT R5 BY R3;
/* and deposits them as 32 bits in R6 */
R3 = R3 - 1;
R3 = R3 - 1;
/* decrements extract position by 3 */
R3 = R3 - 1;
R7 =
LSHIFT R7 BY 1;
R0 = DM (convolution_delay_line);
/* 3 element delay line S2_S1_S0 */
R1 = FEXT R0 BY 0:1;
R7 = R7 OR FDEP R1 BY 0:1;
/* S0 becomes b0 in output symbol */
R12 = FDEP R1 BY 2:1;
/* S0 becomes S2 in the new delay line state */
R1 = FEXT R0 BY 1:1;
/* gets old S1 from delay line */
R4 = FEXT R7 BY 1:1;
/* gets b1 from output word */
R4 = R1 XOR R4;
R12 = R12 OR FDEP R4 BY 0:1;
/* new s0 = old S1 XOR b1 */
R1 = FEXT R0 BY 2:1;
/* gets old S2 from delay line */
R4 = FEXT R7 BY 2:1;
/* gets b2 from output word */
R4 = R1 XOR R4;
R12 = R12 OR FDEP R4 BY 1:1;
/* new s1 = old s2 XOR b2 */
DM (convolution_delay_line) = R12;
/* updates delay line */
R6 = R6 OR FDEP R7 BY R2;
/* deposit new 4 bit symbol in R6 output */
R2 = R2 - 1;
R2 = R2 - 1;
/* decrements deposit position by 4 */
R2 = R2 - 1;
Convolution_Loop: R2 = R2 - 1;
RTS;

Fig.2. Assembly code for the TCM Convolutional Encoder.

With minor modification, but following the general
idea of the presented algorithm and its program
implementation different other types of convolutional
encoders can be easily implemented on a DSP.
III. A solution for Inter-Symbol-Interference
problems
through
a
DSP
RRC-filter
implementation
Due to the dispersion characteristics of the
transmission channel (wired or wireless) the
consecutive pulses representing the I- and Qmodulating data of a QAM digital modulator (after
conversion to the analogue domain by the DAC) tend
to smear into each other – a phenomenon called InterSymbol-Interference (ISI) [7]. Due to this effect the
probability of detecting a false voltage at the receiver
at the sampling interval increases and so does the error
rate too. The idea of pulse shaping through a
dedicated filter is to change the way the consecutive
symbols interact, so that this interaction cancels at the
instants of the timing pulses, which sample the
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received data. The distortion of the signal before and
after this specific moment does not matter – it actually
increases, making the constellation diagram looking
worse than if this precaution measure was not applied
(which is clearly demonstrated later in the
experimental results section). It should be stressed on
the fact that sampling the received signal exactly at
the correct time instant is very important, otherwise
the shaping can become a complete failure to transmit
any useful information. The most widely used shaping
of the data pulses input to the channel is through a
sinc-function (sin(x)/x). Using the sinc-function cuts
the bandwidth needed to transmit the signal at half –
this means that actually 1/2Hz per symbol is required
in the case of a lowpass filter (with its impulse
response being the sinc-function). When the
sequential sinc-function shaped data pulses overlap
(due to the not-avoidable ISI) the zeroes of the
functions are exactly at the sampling timing instants
as shown with the RC-pulse shapes presented in Fig.3
– so the pulse at that instant is not being distorted by
the other pulses. Unfortunately it is not possible to
implement the sinc-function in a real world design and
this is because its tails extend to infinity which can not
be accomplished with real signals. The solution to this
problem is to use a finite approximation to the sincfunction and this is usually the Raised Cosine (RC)
function. The frequency spectrum of an ideal sin(x)/x
filter (sinc-function) is a square function which
determines the bandwidth of the signal W0 (called
Nyquist bandwidth). The RC-approximation is a
relaxation of the square shape bandwidth constraint,
where the bandwidth W can be varied from W0 to
2W0. The excessive bandwidth compared to the ideal
case is usually expressed by the roll-off factor α,
given in equation (1)
(1)

α = 1−

W0
.
W

The increase of the roll-off factor usually increases
the necessary bandwidth needed for a given symbol
rate RS. Typical values of α in telecommunication
applications of the Raised Cosine filter are in the
range from 0.2 to 0.4, although the proposed value in
the prototype application is 0.15. The truncation of the
impulse response of the sinc(x)-function leads to the
representation of the Raised Cosine filter transfer
function, given in equation (2) with TS representing
the symbol interval [7], [8]. It should be clear that the
term “raised cosine” originates from the squared
cosine function in this frequency response
representation.
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To achieve a matched filter set on both sides of a
communication channel the Raised Cosine filter is
split in two parts – one residing at the transmitter and
one at the receiver. This means that the frequency
response of every part of the matched filter should be
the root of the complete filter response. This is the
origin of the term Root-Raised-Cosine filter. The
situation is depicted in the communication channel
block diagram in Fig.3.
In practical implementations RRC-filters are build
as FIR (Finite Impulse Response) filters with a fixed
number of taps (coefficients) [9]. The more the
coefficients the better the filter – a better rejection in
the stopband of the frequency response is achieved.
To allow for the effective shaping of the QAM-pulse
at the input of the RRC-filter the QAM-signal has to
be oversampled (several samples of one and the same
pulse have to go into the filter to obtain a good shaped
RRC-pulse at the output). In the DSP-implementation
of this FIR-filter the oversampling factor is set to 4,
which means that at the same clock frequency of the
Digital Signal Processor (40MHz) the maximum
possible symbol output rate (80MSymbols/sec) has to
be decreased by 4, leading to output rate of
20MSymbols/sec with occupied lowpass channel
bandwidth of 11.5MHz ((1+α)RS/2).
The assembly code for the filter implementation is
shown in the Fig.4 listing. It implements a standard
DSP-based FIR-filter with 32 coefficients stored in the
raised_cosine_coeff buffer in program memory. The
coefficients have been calculated through a dedicated
RRC-filter software (ScopeFIR [10]) to obtain the
roll-off factor of 0.15 at the given symbol rate. A short
discussion of the code will follow.
The essential parts of the code are the two loops
following the loading of the loop counter LCNTR –
one for the I-component and one for the Q-component
of the signal. The loops are executed 31 times for
every sample with one additional multiply-andaccumulate instruction placed outside the loop to
make the code more efficient. The multiplication
results of delay-line taps and coefficients are stored in
the f8-register and the output sum of the filter is
accumulated in the f12-register. The calculations are
performed in floating point format, which explains the
“F” before the register number (in fixed point
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Fig.3. DSP-based Root-Raised-Cosine filter functional diagram and implementation for suppressing Inter-Symbol-Interference.

implementations the same register is referenced as R
register) [6]. Fetching the filter coefficients is done
through index addressing using the I11 register of the
DSP. Fetching the samples of the QAM-signals from
the delay lines employs the I2 and I3 registers,
pointing correspondingly to the delay_line_Q for the
Q-component and to the delay_line_I for the Icomponent. QAM input data in form of 12-bit DACready values arrives in the PX 48-bit wide register. At
the entry and at the exit of the RRC-subroutine the
individual 12-bit values in PX need to be flipped as
they come out from the remapper with MSB and LSBparts exchanged to suit the hardware arrangement of
the daughter board of the prototype [1]. This is done
by the Flip_PX subroutine. The I- and Q-portions of
the PX-data are extracted in the r12 fixed point
register. They are then converted to floating point
representation (the FIR is realized in floating point
format) through the FLOAT-instruction with its
output in f12 and than fed into the filter delay line. At
the output of the filter the result in register f12 is
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converted back to a fixed-point representation in r8
through the FIX-instruction. The fixed-point data in r8
should not exceed the range of the digital-to-analog
converter (12-bit) provided the RRC-filter is
functioning properly without adding artifacts to the
QAM-signal. If this is not the case the CLIP by 0xfff
(max. range of the DAC) instruction limits the true
output of the filter to a value, which can be reasonable
converted to analog voltage by the DAC. The so
clipped result in r8 is deposited back into the r12
register and than the PX 48-bit word is put together,
this time consisting of RRC-filtered DAC-values.
The RRC and RC filters (depending on the design
decision and the calculation of the coefficients the
filter can be both raised or root raised with the same
DSP-code) have been implemented only in State 1 of
the Digital Modulator software [2], where suppressing
the Inter-Symbol-Interference is accomplished for
QAM-16 modulated data. Without any modification
of the implementation the RRC filter can be used for
the other QAM modulation schemes as well.
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Raised_Cosine_Filter:
/* Performs Root Raised Cosine
Filter on I and Q 4x oversampled components */
CALL Flip_PX;
r8 = PX1;
/* Processes Q-data */
r12 = FEXT R8 BY 0:12;
f12 = float r12;
dm (i2,m2) = f12;
f12 = 0;
f8 = 0;
f2 = dm (i2,m2), f4 = pm (i11,m11);
LCNTR = Filter_taps-1, do (pc,1) until LCE;
f8 = f2*f4, f12 = f8 + f12, f2 = dm (i2,m2),
f4 = pm (i11,m11);
f8 = f2*f4, f12 = f8 + f12;
f12 = f8 + f12;
r8 = fix f12;
r1 = 0xfff;
r8 = CLIP r8 by r1;
/* Prevents filter output
from exceeding the 12-bit resolution of the DAC */
r12 = FDEP r8 BY 0:12;
PX1 = r12;
r8 = PX2;
/* Processes I-data */
r12 = FEXT R8 BY 8:12;
f12 = float r12;
dm (i3,m3) = f12;
f12 = 0;
f8 = 0;
f2 = dm (i3,m3), f4 = pm (i11,m11);
LCNTR = Filter_taps-1, do (pc,1) until LCE;
f8 = f2*f4, f12 = f8 + f12, f2 = dm (i3,m3 ),
f4 = pm (i11,m11);
f8 = f2*f4, f12 = f8 + f12;
f12 = f8 + f12;
r8 = fix f12;
r1 = 0xfff;
r8 = CLIP r8 by r1;
/* Prevents filter output
from exceeding the 12-bit resolution of the DAC */
r12 = FDEP r8 BY 8:12;
PX2 = r12;
CALL Flip_PX;
RTS;

Fig.4. Assembly code for the Root-Raised-Cosine Filter
used to prevent ISI.

IV. Experimental results obtained by applying
the RRC filter
The scope screenshot in Fig.5 represents the QAM16 constellation without applying any pulse shaping to
the symbols. The Fig.6 screenshot is the same origin
QAM-16 signal but RRC filtered to combat the ISI.
It is obvious that the pulse shaping leads to a
distorted constellation plot, almost not recognizable,
but the strength of this method lies in sampling the
signal at the correct instants at the receiver.
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Fig.5. QAM-16 constellation diagram without any pulse
shaping prior to transmission.

Fig.6. RRC filter shaped QAM-16 constellation diagram.

V. Conclusion
The versatility of a DSP-based digital modulator is
based on the possibility to easily and efficiently
implement in software existing and new coding
algorithms and even shape the output stream by digital
filters to best match the communication channel
characteristics. The described herein TCM and RRCfiltering algorithms and their DSP implementations
make it possible to build an error-resistant
communication system, which can work on bandlimited channels with information rates starting at
240Mbps at code rate 3/4, which can be upgraded to
560Mbps at code rate 7/8 with gross bitrate of
640Mbps. These high data rates can be increased
much more by implementing a more powerful digital
signal processor with the symbol transfer rate of
80MSymbols/sec being the main limitation of the
utilized DSP hardware.
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Dimensioning and evaluation of
the radio frequency spectrum
Georgi K. Petrov, Boncho H. Balabanov
Radio frequency spectrum is assumed as valuable resource in many articles and discussions. The
Radio Frequency Spectrum (RFS) resource value is necessary to obtain comparison of
communications systems efficiency. This resource has three physical dimensions: radiofrequency
bandwidth, space and time. RFS has also quality characteristics: quality (purity) of the spectrum, RFS
load the, RFS use (consumption), public and professional interest in the use of RFS.
Оразмеряване и оценка на радиочестотния спектър (Георги К. Петров, Бончо Х.
Балабанов). Радиочестотният спектър (RFS) се разглежда в редица публикации като ценен
естествен ресурс. Радиочестотният спектър е триизмерен ресурс: радиочестотна лента,
пространство и време. RFS притежава качествени характеристики: качество (чистота) на
спектъра, натоварване на RFS, използване (консумация) на RFS, публичен и професионален
интерес към използването на RFS.

Introduction
„Radio Spectrum - The Oil of the 21st Century”report of the pre-Davos summit (2007). The spectrum
is characterized by its immateriality and great
importance for the application of modern information
technologies [1]. Radio spectrum throughout the
world is valued at well over $2 trillion. However, its
management, through government regulation, is
somewhat antiquated, and not in step with new
technologies that place ever greater demand on this
scarce resource. The radio frequency spectrum has
been designated by the UN as a limited natural
resource. It is a three-dimensional resource with
certain quality characteristics and is used by emitting
radio frequency power. The spectrum is not an
expending resource, but it is not and refundable, if
part of it is used today, it is irretrievably lost and
tomorrow cannot be used twice.
According to the European Commission
recommendations, each country has to make an
inventory of its RFS and identify measures for its
effective use in the creation of a "Single European
Information Space" [2]. This can be done only after
dimensioning and evaluation of each national
radiofrequency spectrum.
Dimensions of the spectrum (Spectral-orbital
resource 1)
The RFS is a three dimensional resource. The
1
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Spectrum/Orbit resource

radiofrequency bandwidth (Fig.1) is the width of the
spectrum occupied by radio signals of the observed
communication system - B, [Hz].
The radiofrequency bandwidth of the signal can be
divided into two main parts:
- parts occupied by the signal (Δf1, Δf2, Δf3),
- parts occupied by parasitic emissions
(Δf4, Δf5, Δf6).
Each individual part affects differently RFS price.

Δ f4

Δ f5

Δ f2

Δ f1

Δ f3

Δ f6

Fig.1. Radiofrequency bandwidth.

Space
This is the volume of space occupied by radio
signals or the area covered by radio signals - [m3] or
[m2].
(1)

S = S1+S2 +S3+S4 +S5+S6

Parts of the space of satellite communications
system from Fig.2 are:
S1- covered region of the earth's surface with the
satellite signal (at -3 dB relative to the center of
the beam);
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S2 - zone of the satellite beam (malabsorption zone
from -3dB to -30 dB, relative to the center of the
beam);
S3- part of the space around the geostationary orbit
(GSO) irradiated from the earth station (at -3 dB
relative to the center of the beam);
S4 - part of the space around the geostationary orbit
at a level of -3 dB to -30 dB relative to the center
of the beam;
S5, S6- amounts of space, enclosed by the conical
beam satellite.
S4

GSO

implementation conditions. There are four quality
characteristics.
Quality (purity) of the spectrum
This is a basic electromagnetic characteristics
(2)

S6
S5

where N is the power spectral density of noise and
interference in unit space S, measured when the issue
communications system does not emit signals
Reducing the value of Q will reduce the market
price of RFS.

(3)
S2

Time
This is the operational time slots when a
communication system uses the radio spectrum - T,
month (M), day (d) or hour (h) – Fig.3.

Fig.3. Operational time slots.

Quality characteristics of RFS
The quality characteristics determine application
possibilities. They depend on the communication
radio systems and are related to the electromagnetic
compatibility of radio systems, therefore in the
assessment process should be taken into consideration
and the RFS values. Quality parameters depend on the
number of working communication systems in the
band and radiated RF power. RFS qualitative
characteristics determine the radio communications

L = KL.P,

where P is the emitted power;
KL is a coefficient depending on the gain of the
antenna, attenuation in space and bandwidth of
broadcast signals.
Utilisation (consumption) of RFS
The comprehensive measure of spectrum use

Fig.2. Space of the GSO satellite communications system.
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Q, [W-1.m2.Hz ]

Load of the radio spectrum
The radio transmitters at issue communications
system emit radio frequency power and loaded the
RFS with signals. The load spectrum is the spectral
power emitted by the concerned communication
system in unit space S - L, [W.m-2.Hz-1]. The
definition of the spectral load is:

S3

S1

Q = 1/N

(4)

C = L*Q = L/N.

The evaluation of the utilisation of RFS depends of
the carrier/interference (carrier/noise) ratio-(C/N) in a
separate part of the radiofrequency resource. If the
system works at a low ratio carrier/interference, it uses
fewer resources to a lower value.
Public and professional interest in the use of
RFS - А
The interest in the use of certain parts of the RFS
sets actual price. It cannot be determined theoretically
beforehand because on it affect market conditions and
technologies used in the relevant bands and depends
on the conditions of distribution of radio waves, the
number of consumers (subscribers) and business
development in the area under consideration.
Public customer and professional interest to the
considered part of the Spectrum-Orbit resource:
(5) A = FA(A) = mA(i1A1 + i2A2 + i3A3 +
+ i4A4 + i5A5 ),
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where A1 -A5 are importance (a grade of interest)
to the different operational customer characteristics
of the Spectrum-Orbit resource;
i1 - i5 are the coefficients proportional to the
interest of the customers to the Spectrum for
corresponding characteristics;
mA is the coefficient defining the weight of the
operational spectrum importance on the SpectrumOrbit resource assessment

Impact of the space occupied by the signal at
the evaluation of the RFS
SAT

λsat

ϕe
λ e θe

e

Evaluation of the RFS and spectrum-orbit
resource
The evaluation of RFS and spectrum-orbit resource
can be made by the following relationship:
(6)

Impact of the radio frequency bandwidth on the
assessment of RFS (Fig.1.)
k

FB (B) = mB . ( C Bn .Bsn + LBn .Bin )
n=1

where Bsn =Δfsn and Bin =Δfin are parts of the radio
frequency bandwidth:
Bsn are frequency bandwidth, occupied by the
useful signal;
Bin are frequency bandwidth, occupied by the out
band transmissions in assumed radio system.
CBn are coefficients, proportional to the ratio
carrier/interference.
LBn are coefficients, proportional to the power of
the radio signal;
mB = KmB*AB is a coefficient determining the
severity of the radiofrequency bandwidth in the
evaluation of RFS.
KmB is a common coefficient to assess the impact
of the radiofrequency bandwidth on the evaluation of
the RFS.
AB is the professional interest for the utilisation of
the radio frequency range.
k

(8) FB (B) = Km B . AB . ( C Bn .Bs n + L Bn .Bi n )
n= 1
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ξ

E = FE[FB(B)*FS(S)*FT(T)]

where FB, FS and FT are weighting functions of
spectral parameters in sizing the resource. They
depend on communication system type, its structure
and the methods for signal processing quality
characteristics. FE combines spectrum measurement
and evaluation methods and parameters with its
evaluation functions.

(7)

o

Fig.4. GSO Satellite system.

The area (Fig.2), which is loaded with radio signals
can not be used by other systems with the same radio
frequencies. The influence of the space in the
assessment of the RFS is:
(9)

k

FS(S) = mS  (inSn),
n=1

where Sn are the separate space parts;
in are coefficients dependent on the quality of the
signal level, and the interest in RFS in this area:
in = QSn + LSn + ASn;
QSn are coefficient, depending on the quality of the
analyzed space RFS;
LSn are coefficients depending on the load of
analyzed space RFS;
ASn are coefficient, depending from the interest of
analyzed space RFS;
mS = mS(CS) is a common factor of gravity of
space covered with signal evaluation of the RFS. It
can be simplified as:
mS = KS .CS,
KS is the common factor for determining the
influence of the area covered by the signal in the
evaluation of the RFS.
CS is factor defined by the average utilization of
RFS in space covered with signal.
For the spectrum-orbit resource would be:
k

(10) FS(S) = K S .C S  (( QSn + LSn + ASn )Sn ),
n=1

The coefficients Sn in (9), (10) for satellite
microwave system can be expressed (with some
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restrictions) through an angle of antenna beams: from
Fig.2:

Sn = Ksn . ϕn2 ,

(11)

S˜n = Sn - S(n-1) = Ksn (ϕn2 - ϕ(n-1)2),

and more specifically:
k

(13)

Sn =

 ( S kn ( λsat ,λ0 ,θ 0 ,ξe ,ϕe ,λe ,θe))

e=1

where λsat is the satellite longitude of GSO (Fig.4);
λsat is the longitude of the center of the satellite
beam;
θ0 is the latitude of the center of the satellite
beam;
ξe is the crawling corner in the determination of
control points;
ϕe is the width of the satellite beam;
λe is the longitude of setpoint e;
θe is the latitude of set point e.
Impact of operational time islot on the
assessment of the RFS
If the communication system uses RFS at intervals,
or some operators use this resource together with
time-division, the assessment is carried out for each
time interval (Fig.5).
A

T1
T

T2

T3

T4

T
Fig.5. Impact of operational time slots
on the assessment of the RFS.

(14a) FT(T) = mT (k1T1 + k2T2 + k3T3 +
+ k4T4 + k5T5 ),
where T1 - T5 are the specific operational time
slots; k1 - k5 are the coefficients proportional to the
signal level in the corresponding time slot;
mT is the coefficient defining the weight of the
operational time slot on the Spectrum-Orbit resource
assessment
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(14b)

FT(T)=mT* 

n= 1

(ATn *Tn),

where Tn are the specific operating slots;
ATn are the coefficients, proportionate interest of
subscribers to issue resource in this time slots;
mT is factor determining the severity of operational
time on the assessment of RFS.
The operational time slot impact on the spectrum
consumption by the satellite communications
system

for the segments Sn and S(n-1):
(12)

k

Impact of spectrum utilisation on the RFS
assessment
The coefficients which determine the utilisation of
the spectrum (CBn and CS) are included in defining the
the different parameters in RFS evaluation (9),(13).
(15) Fc(C) = mc(n1C1 + n2C2 + n3C3 +
+ n4C4 + n5C5 ),
where C1 - C5 are the parts of the Spectrum-Orbit
resource in which the signal to noise ratio should
be assumed flat. These are parts of the space, of the
frequency band or time slots.
n1 - n5 are the coefficients proportional to the
signal loaded the Spectrum in the corresponding
elementary part of the Spectrum-Orbit resource;
mc is the coefficient defining the weight of the
spectrum utilisation on the Spectrum-Orbit resource
assessment.
Effect of the spectrum load on the estimate of
RFS
The grade of the load of the spectrum impact on
the spectrum consumption by the satellite
communication system:
The spectrum load is defined by the energy
spectral density of the power flux of the considered
system signals through unit area in the given part of
the frequency band and in given point of the space
throw separate time slots.
(16) FP(P) = mP(e1P1 + e2P2 + e3P3 +
+ e4P4 + e5P5 ),
are the elementary part of the
where P1 -P5
Spectrum-Orbit resource in which the power flux
should be assumed flat. They are part of the space,
of the frequency band or time slots.
e1 - e5 are the coefficients proportional to the
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signal loaded the Spectrum in the corresponding
elementary part of the Spectrum-Orbit resource;
mP is the coefficient defining the weight of the
spectrum load on the Spectrum-Orbit resource
assessment.
The load of the spectrum is determined for the part
of the space and for each part of the frequency band in
the separate time intervals:
LBn are coefficients, proportionate to the level of
the signal in question bands;
LSn are coefficients proportional to the signal level
in the covered with signal space part.
Impact of the quality of spectrum over the
evaluation of the RFS
QSn are coefficients depending on the quality of the
RFS. They are used in the above written formulas.
Impact of public and professional interest on
the utilisation of spectrum
The public and professional interest in the
utilisation of spectrum is described by the coefficients
AB , ASn and ATn.

The dimension of the spectral-orbital resource is:
(26)

USD*Hz-1*deg-2 *t-1*W-1*dB-1

The market price of the RFS is determined by
customers and operators through auctions. The unit
price of the range may vary depending on the
characteristics of the RFS.
Examples
Some of the factors included in the above
expressions can be discussed, because they depend on
the particular communication system, market
conditions and economic development.
In
the
following
example
a
satellite
communications system is analyzed (Fig.2), where
would be heeded only the area of the Earth's surface
(S1, S2):
(27)

FS(S) = mS(i1S1 + i2S2), or
FS(S) = KS.CS.[(QS1 + LS1 + AS1).S1 +
+ (QS2 + LS2 + AS2).S2]

The assessment of RFS with area covered by the
antenna beam is:
(28)

FS(S) = KS.CS.[(QS1+LS1+AS1).Ks1. ϕ12+
+(QS2+LS2+AS2).Ks2.( ϕ22-ϕ12)]

Defining the price of the spectrum
The price of RFS V is determined by its
dimensions, by its qualitative parameters, and the
extent of its use.
After simplifying (5) it becomes:

For an antenna for satellite position, if ϕ2 < 30 and
the elevation of the satellite above the horizon is
h > 30ο:

(17)

(29)

(18)
(19)

E=FE*B*S*T,
where FE = KE*A*P*Cd,
Cd = 10*lgC, [dB],

(20) E= KE1*A*B*S*T*P*C, [Hz.m2.t.W.dB],
or for the spatial beam:
(21) E= KE2*A*B*ϕn2 *T*P*C, [Hz*deg2 *t*W*dB],
where t is month (M), hour (h) or day (d).
The price of the RFS resource is:
(22)
(23)

V = FV .E, [USD]
V = FV .FE[FB(B).FS(S).FT(T)], [USD]

It can be introduced a price per unit for resource
V0:
(24)

V0=V/E, [USD* Hz- 1*m- 2* t *W-1*dB-1]

The price of RFS would be:
(25)
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V=V0*B*S*T*P*C,

[USD]

Ks1 = Ks2 = Kss , and
FS(S) = KS . KSS .CS. [(QS1+LS1+AS1). ϕ12 +
+(QS2+LS2+AS2) . (ϕ2 2- ϕ12)]

And the coefficient for assessment of the
Spectrum-Orbit resource is:
(30) E = KS . KSS .CS[(QS1+LS1+AS1).ϕ12+
+(QS2+LS2+AS2).( ϕ22−ϕ12)+
+KmB.Ab(CB1.B1.+ C B2 (B2+B3)+
T(AT1T1+AT2T2+AT3T3)]
The value of the Spectrum-Orbit resource is:
(31)

V = V0 . E

By averaging the parameters can be obtained a
simple expression, convenient for practical
calculations:
(32)

V = V0 * B* ϕ 2 * T * P . C

The main features of satellite TV system are given
in Appendices 30 Radio Regulations.
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The following values are available as results in
Table 1. These results are just one example of the
application of the methods described:
CB1 = 28; CB2 = 15; CS= 25 dB;
KS . KSS = 2.1015 ; FB(B) = KmB = 10 ;
LS1 = -177 dBW Hz-1m -2;
LS2 = -180 dBW Hz-1.m -2;
A=0.1 to 10,
in dependence of the market conditions.
AS1 = 1; AS2 = 0.5;
V0 is defined for: ϕ = 10;
C=1 dB; P=1 W.
FT(T)=1, if the resources are used through the
whole time.
Table 1
Coefficient

Unit

Value[USD]

V0

USD. Hz-1.deg-2.
.h-1.W-1.dB-1

10 -9

B

MHz

27

ϕ

degrees

2

T[month]

hours

720

P

W

60

C

dB

V1

USD/hour

181

V2

USD/month

130,637

dB

28

Conclusion
During the annual economic meetings in Davos
export are presented reports in various fields of
economy and technology. Such are the presentations
in 2007 in the field of telecommunication systems and
particularly to the value of the radio spectrum (RFS).
One of them is "Radio spectrum is the oil of the 21st
century" [3]. The other is even stronger - "Is radio
spectrum is more valuable than oil?" [4]. In these
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reports the RFS spectrum worldwide is estimated at
over 2 trillion dollars.
The exact market value of the RFS is determined
by the operators. The proposed measurement and
evaluation methods can be used for comparing
different spectral resources and other communications
systems. Terms and conditions, related to public
clients and professional interest depends on the
situation and their values [5], [6], [7].
This paper was originally published in the national
conference with international participation ”Telecom
2015”, Sofia, Bulgaria, 2015.
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ELECTRONICS

Investigation and design of high-speed
transimpedance amplifier circuits using CFOAs
Ivailo M. Pandiev
The paper presents the structure and principle of operation of the basic transimpedance amplifier (TIA) circuits. In particular, high-speed (with bandwidth >1MHz) inverting and non-inverting circuits, employing current-feedback operational amplifier (CFOA) are under consideration. Based on
analysis of the operational principle, equations for the frequency and step responses of both circuits
are obtained. As well, approximate formulas for the related dynamic electrical parameters at simultaneously operation of the input, transmission and load parasitic capacities are worked out. The formulas for the step responses of the circuits are obtained from the transfer functions by applying the
inverse Laplace transformation. Moreover, using these formulas a design procedure, valid for frequencies up to 500MHz, is developed. The efficiency of the proposed procedure is demonstrated by
simulation and experimental study of sample electronic circuits of TIAs. The comparative analysis
shows that the maximum value of the achieved relative error between the calculated and the simulated
results is less than 10%. Moreover, an error of 10% is quite acceptable, considering the technological
tolerances of the parameters.
Изследване и проектиране на високоскоростни трансимпедансни усилвателни схеми,
използващи CFOAs (Ивайло М. Пандиев). Статията представя структурата и принципа на
работа на основните трансимпедансни усилвателни схеми (transimpedance amplifier – TIA
circuits), По-конкретно, обект на разглеждане са високоскоростните (с честотна лента
>1MHz) инвертираща и неинвертираща схеми, използващи операционен усилвател с вътрешна
токова обратна връзка. Въз основа анализ на принципа на работа на двете схеми са получени
изрази за честотните и преходните характеристики, както и приблизителни формули за
свързаните с тях електрически параметри при едновременното действие на входните, предавателните и изходните паразитни капацитети. Формулите за преходните характеристики
на схемите са получени от предавателните функции чрез прилагане на обратната трансформация на Лаплас. При това, използвайки тези формули е развита методика за проектиране,
валидна за честоти до около 500МHz. Ефективността на предложената методика е демонстрирана чрез симулационно и експериментално изследване на трансимпедансни усилватели.
Сравнителният анализ показа добро съвпадение, като постигнатата максимална относителна грешка между изчислените и симулационните резултати не надвишава 10%. Грешка
със стойност, равна на 10%, е съвсем приемлива, имайки предвид технологичните допуски в
параметрите.

Introduction
The high-speed (with bandwidth >1MHz) transimpedance amplifier (TIA) circuits are essential building
blocks for D/A current-to-voltage converters, AM
radio receivers and photodiode transimpedance amplifiers for optical transceivers. In the past two decades,
several TIAs were proposed in the literature [1-5].
Also, recently in [6] and [7], as well as in some technical documents [8-9] design recommendations of
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TIAs were proposed. For all electronic circuits such as
an active element a conventional voltage-feedback
operational amplifier (VFOA) or a common source
TIA with a shunt-feedback resistor (for frequencies
higher than 1MHz) is used. The main advantages of
the TIAs with conventional operational amplifiers (op
amps) are the small input and output impedance, also
the circuits are with relatively simple structure and the
methods for determining the values of the passive
components are well developed in the literature. The
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main drawback of VFOAs is the finite gain-bandwidth
product. As a result, in the process of design and implementation the TIAs may need to be stabilized.
In [10], the authors proposed approaches aimed to
design VFOA-based amplifiers with constant closedloop bandwidth. One possible way to obtain such a
behavior is performed by replacing the gain resistor of
an inverting configuration with transconductor, based
on OTA. Another approach suitable for discrete applications, presented in [10], uses two conventional op
amps in a composite fashion to implement a currentfeedback op amp – like amplifier.
In the past ten years monolithic current-feedback
operational amplifiers (CFOAs) have been basically
used as active building blocks for design of various
high-speed analog circuits. As a kind of the monolithic operational amplifiers family, the CFOAs have
been realized basically to overcome the finite gainbandwidth product of the conventional VFOAs.
Relatively large number of books, publications and
company application reports are devoted to the theory
and the design of the amplifier circuits employing
CFOAs. Despite increasing applications of the
CFOAs in the theoretical analyzes first-order models
of the amplifiers are most frequently used [11-18].
The simple CFOA models are suitable for analyzing
the typical behaviour, but are not useful to study the
stability of the circuits in a wide frequency range.
In 1996 Mahattanakul and Toumazou [12] presented, a comprehensive theoretical study of the stability
of CFOAs, when used with both resistive and capacitive feedback. The paper are identified some of the
most suitable features of designing circuits with
CFOAs, and the impact of these features affecting the
amplifiers stability. For the theoretical analysis a
small-signal two pole model of CFOA is used. In this
model the first pole is determined by rt and Ct , while
the second pole occurs due to the current-mirror circuit in the real part. Typically, the current-mirror pole
frequency is much higher than the pole frequency due
to the transimpedance pole of the amplifier. Unfortunately, the input parasitic capacities that can affect the
stability of the amplifiers at higher frequencies are not
taken into account.
In [13], an analysis of stability and compensation
of CFOAs is presented. In the theoretical analysis of
the inverting amplifier, integrator and differentiator
using small-signal model of a CFOA, some of the
input parasitic capacitances and the effect of the
transmitssion and load capacitances are included.
Moreover, the load is considered only as capacitance
C L without taking account the parallel connection of
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the resistance RL and the capacitance CL (i.e.
Z L = RL || (1 / sCL ) ). This study is particularly useful
for pencil-and-paper design of CFOA and takes into
account both the resistive and capacitive feedback.
In 2005, Pennisi proposed a CMOS CFOA that is
robust and exhibits good performance in wide frequency range [15]. The solution is based on a class
AB differential amplifier. The proposed amplifier is
theoretically studied and the second-order transfer
function is obtained. Based on the transfer function
formulas for the dominant and second pole are obtained. The dominant pole is due to rt and Ct , while

the second pole is due to rin− || ro and the load capacitance C L .
In [11] and [14] CFOA-based current-to-voltage
converters are presented. To ensure stable operation of
the circuits compensation capacitors are connected in
parallel with the feedback resistors. As a result, the
bandwidth is limited, but a stable operation is provided. For the theoretical analysis and the formulas
based on it, a simplified model of the amplifier is
used, which does not consider several parasitic effects.
In [17], the author's attention is focused on the
analysis and design of basic amplifier circuits using a
simplified model of a CFOA. As a result are obtained
first-order complex transfer functions, in which the
parasitic effects influencing at higher frequencies (for
frequencies higher than 50MHz) are not taken into
account. Furthermore are not addressed the problems
associated with the stability analysis in wide frequency range of the circuits. In [19], depth study of stability analysis in a wide frequency domain is presented.
In the analysis of the electronic circuits a complex
CFOA model is used, in which the input, transmission
and load parasitic capacities are taken into account.
However, the proposed design methodology can not
be used for the TIAs using CFOAs.
Recently, in [20] compensation techniques for improving amplitude and phase response of CFOAbased inverting amplifier are investigated. The compensation technique, proposed in the paper, employing
composite CFOA consisting two monolithic op amps
used in the place of single CFOA.
In the past few years, the TIAs are increasingly
used in the data converters for amplifying pulse input
currents iG (t ) with small ( < 10ns ) rise and fall times.
In these cases, in the process of analysis and design it
is essential to use the corresponding transient responses. Moreover, in a practical point of view is very
important to determine the values of the electrical
parameters at a unit input step excitation iG (t ) , where
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L* =   IRU W ≥   DQG L* =   IRU W <   7KH WUDQVLHQW
UHVSRQVHVRIWKH7,$VFDQEHREWDLQHGIURPWKHFRP
SOH[ WUDQVIHU IXQFWLRQV E\ DSSO\LQJ WKH LQYHUVH /D
SODFH WUDQVIRUPDWLRQ ,Q >@ >@ DQG >@ WKH WUDQ
VLHQW UHVSRQVHV DW YDULRXV GDPSLQJ UDWLRV ξ  LQ D
JUDSKLFDOIRUPDUHSUHVHQWHGDQGWKHLQIOXHQFHRIFHU
WDLQSDUDPHWHUVRIWKHDPSOLILHUFLUFXLWVLVEULHIO\GLV
FXVVHG ,Q >@ WKH DXWKRUV KDYH SURYLGHG WKH WUDQVL
HQWUHVSRQVHRIVHFRQGRUGHUDPSOLILHUZLWKWZRFRP
SOH[FRQMXJDWHGSROHV7KHLQIOXHQFHRI ξ RQWKHRXW
SXW VLJQDO¶V IRUP LV GLVFXVVHG DQG IRUPXODV IRU WKH
DPSOLWXGHRIWKHILUVWSHDNDW ξ <  DUHREWDLQHG
)XUWKHUPRUH DQ DSSUR[LPDWH H[SUHVVLRQ IRU WKH VHW
WOLQJWLPHDW ξ <  LVSURSRVHG
,Q WKLV SDSHU XVLQJ WKH IHDWXUHV RI WKH &DGHQFH
2U&$' DQG UHODWLYHO\ VLPSOH WKHRUHWLFDO DQDO\VHV
WKHDXWKRUKDVDWWHPSWHGWRFODULI\WKHSURFHVVHVGHYH
ORSLQJLQWKHEDVLF7,$VHPSOR\LQJ&)2$VDQGDOVR
WR SURSRVH D GHVLJQ SURFHGXUH IRU FDOFXODWLRQ RI WKH
LQGLYLGXDOFRPSRQHQWV0RUHRYHULWLVVKRZQWKDWWKH
7,$VFDQEHLPSOHPHQWHGXVLQJ&)2$VDQGWKXVWKH
VWDELOLW\ SUREOHPV WKDW DUH W\SLFDOO\ HQFRXQWHUHG DW
9)2$UHDOL]DWLRQDUHDYRLGHG
6PDOOVLJQDOPRGHORID&)2$
)RUWKHWKHRUHWLFDODQDO\VHVLQWKLVZRUNWKHVPDOO
VLJQDOPRGHORID&)2$>@>@JLYHQLQ)LJLV
XVHG 7KH &)2$ LV HTXLYDOHQW WR D &&,, SOXV DQ
RXWSXW YROWDJH EXIIHU 7KHVH RS DPSV KDYH D KLJK
LPSHGDQFH QRQLQYHUWLQJ LQSXW \ D ORZLPSHGDQFH
LQYHUWLQJ LQSXW [ D FXUUHQW RXWSXW ] DQG WKH YROWDJH
RXWSXWɨ7KHSRUW]LVEHWZHHQWKHILUVWVWDJH &&,, 
DQG WKH VHFRQG VWDJH YROWDJH EXIIHU  ZKHUH WKH UH
VLVWDQFH LV YHU\ KLJK PDJQLWXGH RI VHYHUDO PHJD
RKPV 
7KHPRGHODFFXUDWHO\GHVFULEHVWKHEHKDYLRXURID
W\SLFDO&)2$RYHUDZLGHIUHTXHQF\UDQJHLQFOXGLQJ
HOHFWULFDOSDUDPHWHUVVXFKDVLQYHUWLQJDQGQRQLQYHU
WLQJ LQSXW LPSHGDQFH RSHQORRS WUDQVLPSHGDQFH DQG
RXWSXWUHVLVWDQFH

DQGRXWSXWEXIIHUVZLWKYROWDJHJDLQHTXDOWRRQH L[ 
DQG L] ±LQSXWDQGRXWSXWFXUUHQWWKURXJKWKHFXUUHQW
FRQWUROOHGFXUUHQWVRXUFH±&&&6 RUFXUUHQWPLUURU 
ULQ+ DQG &LQ+ ±UHVLVWDQFHDQGFDSDFLWDQFHRIWKHQRQLQ
YHUWLQJLQSXW ULQ− DQG &LQ− ±UHVLVWDQFHDQGFDSDFLWDQFH
RIWKHLQYHUWLQJLQSXW UW DQG &W ±HTXLYDOHQWWR = W ±
WUDQVPLVVLRQLPSHGDQFHDQG UR ±RXWSXWUHVLVWDQFH
7KHLGHDOUHODWLRQVEHWZHHQLQSXWDQGRXWSXWYROW
DJHV DQG FXUUHQWV FDQ EH JLYHQ E\ WKH IROORZLQJ K\
EULGPDWUL[
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7R DFKLHYH VLPSOLFLW\ RI WKH PDWKHPDWLFDO HTXD
WLRQV   QHJOHFWV VHYHUDO VHFRQGRUGHU HIIHFWV IRXQG
LQWKHUHDO&)2$V VXFKDVWKHIUHTXHQF\GHSHQGHQFH
RIWKHRXWSXWLPSHGDQFHRIWKHYROWDJHIROORZHUVWKH
&055QRLVHDQGWKHWHPSHUDWXUHHIIHFWV 
(OHFWULFDOFLUFXLWVDQGWKHRUHWLFDODQDO\VHV
,QYHUWLQJFLUFXLWRIWUDQVLPSHGDQFHDPSOLILHU

7KH VWUXFWXUH RI WKH 7,$ HPSOR\LQJ &)2$ LV
VKRZQ LQ )LJ  )RU ORZ IUHTXHQFLHV DSSUR[LPDWHO\
XS WR 0+]  WKH LQIOXHQFH RI WKH SDUDVLWLF FDSD
FLWDQFHV &LQ+  &LQ−  DQG & /  FDQ EH QHJOHFWHG WKHUHE\
WKHUHDOOLQHDUPRGHORIWKH&)2$ )LJ LVVLPSOL
ILHG7KHQIRUWKHWUDQVIHUIXQFWLRQ XVLQJWKHFRQGL
WLRQ UR << UW  LV JLYHQ E\ WKH IROORZLQJ DSSUR[LPDWH
H[SUHVVLRQ
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SO\LQJ WKH ,QYHUVH /DSODFH 7UDQVIRUP ,/7  RI
58 V =   V = 75 V  LV REWDLQHG WZR IRUPV IRU WKH
WUDQVLHQWFKDUDFWHULVWLF
  )RU FRPSOH[FRQMXJDWHG URRWV  < ξ <   RU
4 S >  ZKHUH ξ =   4 S LVWKHGDPSLQJUDWLR RI
WKH GHQRPLQDWRU D SVHXGRSHULRGLF RSHUDWLRQ RI WKH
7,$LVREWDLQHGDQGIRUWKHWUDQVLHQWUHVSRQVHFDQEH
ZULWWHQ>@
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$V FDQ EH VHHQ LQ IRUPXOD   WKH ULVH WLPH LQF
UHDVHVZKHQ ξ DFFHSWYDOXHVKLJKHUWKDQXQLW\,QWKLV
FDVHWKHV\VWHPLVVDLGWREHRYHUGDPSHG
1RQLQYHUWLQJFLUFXLW

,QFUHDVHGVWDELOLW\DQGWKHSRVVLELOLW\RIDGMXVWPHQW
RIWKHWUDQVPLVVLRQUDWLRFDQEHDFKLHYHGZLWKWKHQRQ
LQYHUWLQJ FLUFXLW VKRZQ LQ )LJ  7KLV FLUFXLW SHU
IRUPV DPSOLILFDWLRQ DIWHU FXUUHQWWRYROWDJH FRQYHU
VLRQ E\ D UHVLVWRU 5*  WKHUH ZLOO EH QR GDPDJLQJ HI
IHFWVZKLFKUHVXOWIURPDSKDVHVKLIWRIWKHRSDPS
$W KLJKHU IUHTXHQFLHV ! 0+]  RQ WKH WUDQVIHU
IXQFWLRQRIWKHLQSXWQHWZRUNDQGWKXVRQWKHRYHUDOO
WUDQVIHUFKDUDFWHULVWLFRIWKHV\VWHPVRIWKHDPSOLILHUV
DIIHFW WZR FDSDFLWDQFHV & 3 &LQ+  &0  DQG & 1 
&LQ−  &0  $OVR WKH WUDQVIHU IXQFWLRQ RI WKH FLUFXLWV
LV DIIHFWHG E\ WKH &W  DQG WKH ORDG FDSDFLWDQFH & / 
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ξ > 0,707 and ωz < ω p occurs ringing in the output
signal, which can cause unstable operation of the circuit. In the both cases, the steady-state value of the
output signal is reached after damped oscillations.
(2) For simple real roots ( ξ > 1 ):
(19)

−( ξω +ω ξ2 −1 ) t  
 −( ξω −ω ξ2 −1 )t
Hω z  ω p  e p p
e p p
i .
uo ≈ 2 1 −
−
 G

2
2

ωz  2 ξ − 1
ωp
2 ξ − 1 



The transient response consists of one DC component that determines the steady-state value, and has
two exponents. The first exponent has smaller time
constant and sets the initial increasing of the output
signal. The second one has larger time constant and
grows slower. Moreover, the second exponent was
added to the first exponent and the sum of both components determined the output signal increasing. In
this case, the rise time of the output signal can be obtained by the following approximate expression:
2

(20)

tr ≈

2
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 ω p  ξ − ξ − 1    ω p  ξ + ξ − 1  

 


Design procedure
The purpose of computing is
insight, not numbers.
Richard W. Hamming

The above analytical formulas, resulting of the
theoretical analysis, are on the base of the proposed
design procedure for TIAs, implemented with the
circuits shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The created procedure consists of (1) preliminary hand calculations and
(2) simulation testing of a prototype. The final results
are analyzed an optimal variant for the circuit is chosen. The procedure for the preliminary hand calculations is based on the following sequence:
(1) Technical specification. The circuit elements
are calculated using pre-defined: amplitude of the
input current I G with internal resistance RG and internal parasitic capacitance CG ; input resistance riA ;
mounting parasitic capacitance CM ; amplitude of the
output voltage U RL at load resistance RL and load
capacitance C L ; output resistance roA ; frequency
bandwidth f − 3dB (or ω− 3dB = 2πf − 3dB ); rise time tr at
unit input step; relative error εio [%] defined by the
input offset voltage and current and signal-to-noise
ratio SNR .
(2) Selection of an electronic circuit. An object of
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analysis and design is the TIAs, shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. The inverting circuit (Fig. 2) provides less input impedance (the inverting input x is a virtual
ground – u yx ≈ 0 ), while in the second circuit (Fig. 3)
the input current iG is previously converted into voltage uG = iG RG . The resulting voltage is amplified by
a non-inverting amplifier.
(3) The op amp is selected:
− Maximum output voltage U om ≥ U RL ( U om is

the maximum output voltage of the op amp);
− The power supply voltage VCC = −VEE is selected
higher than the maximum output voltage U om , as saving the condition VCC min < VCC < VCC max ;
− Maximum output current I o , max > I L , where
I L = U RL / RL ;

− Small-signal bandwidth f1 > (5...10) f − 3dB , where
f1 is the unity-gain bandwidth;
− Slew rate SRCFOA > 2πf − 3dBU R L .

(4) The value of the equivalent quality factor and
damping ratio of the frequency response are obtained:
− For the inverting circuit (Fig. 2) by using formula

rin−CT roCL
rt Ct
Q p = ω− 3dB
( ξ = 1 / 2Q p );
1 + ro / RL
− For the non-inverting amplifier (Fig. 3) by using
formula
rin−CT + roC L +

rin−C N [1 + (ro / RL ) + roC L /(rin−CT )]
.
1 + ro / RL
(5) The feedback resistor RF is calculated:
− For the inverting circuit:
RF ≤ 1 / ω2p rin−CT Ct + roC LCt + rin− roCT C L / rt ;
Q p = ω− 3dB

(

− For the non-inverting circuit:

)

RF ≤ 1 / ω2p {rin−Ct C N [1 + (ro / RL ) + roC L /(rin−CT )]} .

For the TIA, shown in Fig. 3, the RG is calculated
as follows: RG ≤ 0,01rin+ . The value of the gain resistor
is RN = RF /( AU 0 − 1) , where AU 0 = U RL / U G .
The calculated values for the resistors RF and RN ,
according to the above formulas, have to be consistent
with the values from the data-sheet of the chosen
CFOA.
According to the obtained value of the quality factor, found in step № 4, the value of the self-oscillating
frequency ω p is given by:
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with the specified in step № 1. If the result does not
meet the specification, for example a more precise op
amp can be selected.
− For the non-inverting circuit the resulting noise
voltage at the output is calculated:
2
U oN
= U N2 , CFOA AU2 0 + I N2 , CFOA RF2 + 4kTRG Beq AU2 0 +

− For the inverting circuit:
At 0 < ξ < 1 ω p = π

1−

2

acr tan 1 − ξ / ξ
180°
;
tr 1 − ξ2

At ξ > 1 ω p = 4,4[t r (ξ − ξ 2 − 1) ] .

+ 4kTRF Beq + 4kTRN Beq (RF / RN ) .
2

− For the non-inverting circuit:
At 0 < ξ < 1 ω p = π /( 2tr 1 − ξ 2 ) ;
At ξ > 1
2

2


 

2,2
2,2

 

ωp = 
+

 .
2
2




 tr  ξ − ξ − 1    t r  ξ + ξ − 1  

 

(6) The input and output resistance is calculated:
The input resistance of the circuits are:
riA ≈ RF / Ad 0 and riA ≈ RG , respectively.
The output resistances are:
 R 
 R 
roA ≈ ro 1 + F  / Ad 0 and roA ≈ ro 1 + F  / Ad 0 .
 RG 
 RN 

(7) The phase margin (PM) is calculated at ω− 3dB :
− For the inverting circuit ϕm = 180° − ϕZ TR (ω− 3dB ) ;
− For the non-inverting circuit


ω p ω− 3dB
ω

−
ϕm = 180° − arctan − 3dB  − arctan
Q p (ω2p − ω2− 3dB )

 ωz 

ω

− arctan − 3dB  .
 ω p , in 


(8) The output offset voltage of the circuit is calculated: First the output offset voltage for room temperature (usually 25°C ) is calculated:
− For the inverting circuit by using formula (3);
− For the non-inverting circuit
U o ,err = (1 + RF / RN )[U io + ( RF || RN ) I B− − RG I B+ ] .
The relative error ε io = (U o ,err / U RL )100% is com-

pared with the value, given in step № 1.
(9) The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is calculated:
− For the inverting circuit, first the resulting noise
voltage at the TIA’s output is calculated:
2
U oN
= U N2 , CFOA + I N2 , CFOA RF2 + 4kTRF Beq ,
where U N , CFOA and I N , CFOA are the noise voltage and
the noise current of the op amp and Beq ≈ 1,57 f − 3dB is
the noise bandwidth.
Then, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is given by
SNR, dB = 20 lg(U o, eff / U oN ) [ dB ].
The value obtained of the calculation is compared
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Simulation and experimental testing
To verify the theoretical analysis and the proposed
procedure, in this section examples of studying of
TIAs at several transimpedances are given. A wide
bandwidth ( f1 > 400MHz ) CFOA type AD8011
(from Analog Devices) is chosen as an active building
block. The studies of sample TIAs (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3)
are performed in two stages – simulation modeling
and experimental testing.
The computer simulations of the circuits are performed by using AD8011AN PSpice macro-model
(version 1.0). To obtain the frequency and step responses through simulation AC sweep and Transient
analyses with combination of a parametric analysis are
performed within OrCAD PSpice®.
For the experimental testing the TIAs were implemented on a FR4 PCBs laminate with SMD passive
components. The AC transfer characteristics of the
circuits experimentally, by using network analyzer
HP4195A, are obtained.
In Table 1 for the inverting circuit, the calculated
and simulation results at the RF equal to 1kΩ , 750Ω
and 500Ω are summarized. The simulations are performed at I G = 1mA , RG = 0,1MΩ , CG = 1 pF ,
CM = 3 pF and Z L = RL || CL = 50Ω || 5 pF . At RF
equal to 1kΩ and 750Ω , the peaks are not observed
and the frequency response decreases monotonically
with increasing the frequency of the input signal.
Moreover, in these cases Q p < 0,7 and f p < f z . As a

result the circuits are stable ( ϕm > 45° ), without additional feedback capacitor CF . At RF = 500Ω the Qfactor becomes equal to 0.632, in the form of the frequency and step responses causes small peaking. At
frequency equal to 226,4MHz ϕm ≈ 53° . At further
increase of the frequency the phase margin becomes
smaller than 45°, which decreases the stability of the
amplifier. Then, for RF ≤ 500Ω ϕm ≤ 45° and the
TIAs becomes unstable.
The study of the non-inverting circuit (Fig. 3) is
implemented at feedback resistor RF = 1kΩ and
499Ω . In Table 2, at RF = 1kΩ , RG = 1kΩ ,
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Z L = 100kΩ || 3 pF – input impedance of the active
probe type HP41800A and CM = 3 pF , the values of
the dynamic parameters for gains AU 0 equal to 1, 2, 6
and 11 of the amplifier stage are presented.
Table 1
Comparison between calculated and simulation results
Calculated results

Simulation results

fz / f p

998,9Ω / 7,125mV
842MHz / 183.3MHz

998,8Ω / 7,113mV
–/–

f − 3dB / ϕ m

108,25MHz / 103,4°

104,7MHz / 100°

tr

3,23ns ( ξ = 1,06 )

5,14ns

749,4Ω / 5,843mV

749,3Ω / 5,834mV

Parameter
RF = 1kΩ ± 1%

Z TR 0 / U o, err

fz / f p

631MHz / 210,7MHz

f − 3dB / ϕm

148,7MHz / 85,3°
6,02ns ( ξ = 0,937 )

151MHz / 81,6°
6,45ns

Z TR 0 / U o, err

499,7Ω / 4,562mV

499,7Ω / 4,554mV

fz / f p

421MHz / 255,6MHz

f − 3dB / ϕm

225,8MHz / 58,7°

226,4MHz / 53,3°

tr

2,52ns ( ξ = 0,791 )

2,75ns

tr

–/–

RF = 500Ω ± 1%

–/–

For RF = 1kΩ , at voltage gains AU 0 of the amplifier stage equal to 1 and 2 in the form of the frequency and the time response causes peaking, and for
the voltage follower the amplitude reaches approximately 15dB. Moreover, at gains 1 and 2, the module
of the transfer function decreases with greater speed,
such as for the frequency equal to 500MHz reaches
value equal to –10dB. For AU 0 equal to 1 and 2
Q p < 0,7 , but f z < f p . At gain equal to 1 the calculated and the simulation value is greater than 400MHz.
The difference between the calculated and the experimental results is due to the influence of the additional
parasitic poles, determined by the inertial intermediate
stages of the real CFOA. At gains equal to 1 and 2, the
phase shift between the input and the output signal is
positive, because f z < f p . This additional phase shift
has a value less than 50°, which does not affect on the
stability of the circuits. For AU 0 equal to 6 and 11 the
bandwidth increased, but the frequency and the step
responses are not ringing ( Q p < 0,707 ) and decreased
monotonically with increasing the frequency of the
input signal. Furthermore, the f z is much greater than
the f p . The phase margin for the four gains is greater
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Table 2

Comparison between calculated and experimental results
Parameter

Calculated
results

Simulation
results

AU 0 = 1 , f z =68,1MHz and f p =285MHz .
Z TR 0

Experimental
results

998Ω

1,01kΩ

996Ω

Qp

0,31

(the amount of
peaking is 9,6dB)

(the amount of
peaking is > 10dB)

f − 3dB

> 0,4GHz

> 0,4GHz

≈ 0,4GHz

tr

3,57ns

2,61ns

-

AU 0 = 2 ( RN = 1kΩ ), f z =136MHz and f p =282MHz .

RF = 750Ω ± 1%
Z TR 0 / U o, err

than 45°, which guarantee that the TIAs are stable,
according to the Bode criterion. The comparative
analysis shows that the relative error is less than 10%.

Z TR 0

1,996kΩ

2,01kΩ

1,992kΩ

Qp

0.3

f − 3dB

(the amount of
peaking is small)

(the amount of
peaking is small)

239MHz

217MHz

220MHz

tr
3,78ns
3,45ns
AU 0 = 6 ( R N = 200Ω ), f z =409MHz and f p =273MHz .
Z TR 0

5,98kΩ

6,01kΩ

5,94kΩ

Qp

0,26

f − 3dB

(without overshoot)

(without overshoot)

78,9MHz

75MHz

72MHz

tr

4,57ns

4,21ns

-

AU 0 = 11 ( R N = 100Ω ), f z =749MHz and f p =262MHz .
Z TR 0

10,97kΩ

10,97kΩ

10,93kΩ

Qp

0,23

f − 3dB

(the amount of
peaking is small)

(the amount of
peaking is small)

63.2MHz

68MHz

60MHz

tr

5,56ns

5,05ns

-

The smaller feedback resistance determined wider
bandwidth and resulted in rise time decreasing. At
RF = 499Ω the rise time approximately varied from
1,8ns ( AU 0 = 2 – RN = 499Ω ) to 3,2ns ( AU 0 = 10 –
RF = 422Ω ± 1% , RN = 47,5Ω ), while for RF = 1kΩ
the rise time is almost twice larger. Once again, the
comparative analysis showed that the relative error for
the rise time does not exceed 10%. This guarantees
sufficient degree of accuracy.
Conclusion
In this paper the basic circuits of the TIAs, using
CFOAs are discussed and analyzed. Based on the
theoretical analyses formulas for the DC, AC and transient parameters are obtained. The proposed new expressions considered the physical parameters of the real
CFOAs. Moreover, using the obtained formulas, a
design procedure is developed and recommendations
for stable operation are defined, in comparison to the
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VFOA based realizations. The efficiency of the proposed procedure is demonstrated by analysis of concrete electronic circuits, using high-speed CFOA
AD8011. The created approach can be useful for design of TIAs, employing in various mixed-signal systems.
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Performance investigation of deep and ultra-deep submicron
CMOS transistors in analog circuit design
Emil D. Manolov
The article discusses the procedure for examination the performance of deep and ultra-deep
submicron CMOS transistors with application in analog integrated circuit design. The study is
illustrated by using BSIM4 model of 45nm bulk CMOS technology, but presented methodology can be
applied to any CMOS technology. At first, simulation experiments and graphical approaches for
determination the boundaries of the three basic regions of operation and the key performance
parameters – intrinsic gain, unity-gain frequency and supply current are presented. The dependencies
of the considered performance parameters from biasing of the transistors and channel length are
investigated and visualized. The results are analyzed and qualitative tables that support the selection
of the appropriate values of biasing voltage and channel length in the initial stage of analog design
are created. The described procedure can be applied to characterize the performance of new unknown
deep and ultra-deep submicron CMOS technologies.
Изследване на CMOS транзистори от дълбоки и свръх-дълбоки субмикронни
технологии при проектиране на аналогови интегрални схеми (Емил Д. Манолов). В
статията се разглежда процедура за изследване на характеристиките на CMOS
транзистори от дълбоки и свръх-дълбоки субмикронни технологии при проектиране на
аналогови интегрални схеми. Изучаването е онагледено с помощта на BSIM4 модел на 45nm
CMOS технология, но представената методология може да бъде приложена към всяка CMOS
технология. Най-напред са разгледани симулационни експерименти и графични подходи за
определяне на границите на трите основни области на работа и ключовите параметри на
функциониране на транзисторите – вътрешното усилване, честотата на единичното
усилване и консумирания ток. Изследвани са и са онагледени зависимостите на параметрите
на транзисторите от постояннотоковия режим и дължината на канала. Резултатите са
анализирани и са обобщени в таблици, които подпомагат избора на подходящи начални
стойности на дължината на канала и пренапрежението на транзистора. Представената
процедура може да бъде приложена за характеризиране на нови неизследвани дълбоки и свръхдълбоки субмикронни CMOS технологии.

Introduction
Increasing the component’s density and
functionality of the integrated circuits is associated
with reduction the channel length of the transistors.
For the past 40 years the minimum channel length of
transistors in CMOS integrated circuits is reduced
from several micrometers to several nanometers [1].
This is presented in Table 1. Currently ultra-deep
submicron technologies are most commonly used in
the research and development of analog circuit design.
The reduction of the channel length of the CMOS
transistors results in significant complication of the
procedures of analog circuits design. Deep, ultra-deep
submicron and nanometer CMOS technologies are
characterized with substantial change in the
transistor’s behavior [2], [3]. Depending on the
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applied gate-source voltage U gs the transistors can
work in three main operating regions – weak inversion
(sub-threshold), strong inversion and velocity
saturation (mobility degradation) [4], [5].
Table 1
Evolution of CMOS technologies
Type

Period

Channel length

Micrometer

Up to 1985

Lmin>1 µm

Submicron

1985 - 1995

1µm>Lmin>0.35µm

Deep submicron 1995 - 2003

0.35µm>Lmin>0.1µm

Ultra-deep
submicron

2003 - 2014

0.1µm >Lmin>0.01µm

Nanometer

After 2014

Lmin<10nm
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The behavior of transistors in each of the regions is
radically different. The weak inversion is
characterized
with
low
current
and
low
transconductance, which lead to low speed and low
noise immunity. The mobility degradation region
determines high consumption and is used for the
design of high speed circuits. The typical design of
analog integrated circuits is performed in strong
inversion region, in saturation area. In this region are
valid well-known square low relations of the current
through the transistor [6], [7]. The reduction of the
channel length narrows the strong inversion region
and hampers the design procedures.
The first step in the design of analog integrated
amplifiers is to determine both design parameters –
channel length L and biasing gate-source voltage U gs
for each transistor [8]. The goal is to meet the
requirements for the bandwidth and the gain of the
designed stage. The next step is the calculation of
channel width by using well-known formulas [5], [6],
[7]. After that, using successive simulations, designer
optimizes the mode of operation and the size of
transistors. This is an interactive procedure which
success depends greatly on the chosen initial values of
the design parameters. Hence, it is extremely
important designers to have close insight into the
performance of the used technology. This will enable
them to orient and to choose the most appropriate
mode of operation depending on the specifications [9].
The article discusses the procedure for examination
of intrinsic gain, bandwidth and supply current of
deep and ultra-deep submicron CMOS transistors.
These parameters present the key aspects of the
transistor performance in analog circuit applications
[5], [9]. The intrinsic gain Au expresses the maximum
possible low-frequency small signal voltage gain that
transistor with specified dimensions and biasing can
provide in saturation. The bandwidth is determined by
the unity gain frequency f u of the studied transistor,
operating in saturation. The value of supply current
I d indicates the energy consumption.
The analysis of discussed performance parameters
can be carried out on the basis of the well-known
equations that describe the operation of the transistor
in each of the three regions [4], [5]. Common models
applicable to ’’all regions of operation’’ can be used,
also [8]. The disadvantage of these approaches is the
lack of visibility and the big error in determining the
parameters of the equations, which have different
values for different technologies. Another drawback is
the strong dependence of the values of the model
parameters on the mode of operation and channel
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length [3], [4], [5]. The mentioned disadvantages lead
to the conclusion that in the initial design step would
be appropriate to present and select graphically the
discussed performance parameters. This approach will
provide the actual information related to the specific
parameters of the used technology and will simplify
determination of initial values of channel length L
and gate-source voltage U gs .
The aim of the article is to present simulation
experiments and graphical approach for investigation
the intrinsic gain, bandwidth and supply current of
deep and ultra-deep submicron CMOS transistors. For
this purpose, the dependencies of the discussed
performance parameters from channel length L and
biasing gate-source voltage U gs of the transistor are
examined and visualized.
The study is illustrated by using universal BSIM4
model of 45nm bulk nMOS transistor recommended
in Predictive Technology Model website [10]. The
model is compatible with used LTSpice circuit
simulator.
At first are plotted transconductance g m , intrinsic
gain Au , unity-gain frequency f u and supply current
I d versus biasing gate-source voltage U gs for nMOS
transistor from examined technology. From them, by
geometric drawing, are determined the boundaries of
the three basic regions of operation. The next step is to
compare and analyze the performance and tradeoffs in
different regions of operation. Finally, the dependence
of performance parameters from channel length L is
explored.
The present procedure can be applied to nMOS and
pMOS transistors of any CMOS technology.
Examination of basic performance parameters
of ultra-deep submicron CMOS versus gate-source
biasing voltage
Fig. 1 shows test circuit for examination the
dependence of transconductance g m of 45nm nMOS
transistor in saturation from biasing gate-source
voltage U gs . The transconductance g m will be
determined by differentiation of the drain current. The
same circuit is used to demonstrate supply current I d ,
which characteristic coincides with the transfer
characteristic of the transistor. Usually, in order to
obtain stable characteristics, it is recommended that
channel length L have to be selected up to 5÷8 times
of the minimal channel length Lmin [4], [5]. In
presented case the used channel length is 4Lmin .
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Fig. 1. Test circuit for transconductance gm examination.

Fig. 3. Circuit for unity gain frequency fu examination.

Fig. 2 proposes test circuit for examination of
intrinsic gain Au of the nMOS transistor M from gatesource voltage U gs applied by dc voltage source Vgs

Fig. 4 presents the results from investigation of the
above discussed parameters for 45nm nMOS
transistor with L = W = 4 Lmin = 180nm and W/L ratio
1. To transform the results for transconductance g m
and supply current I d to another ratio, it is enough to
multiply the presented results by corresponding factor.
Unity gain frequency f u and intrinsic gain Au
practically do not depend on the W/L ratio.
The four plots illustrate the transistor’s behavior in
the three basic regions of operation: weak inversion
(gate-source voltage is below transition point U ws );
strong inversion (gate-source voltage is between U ws
and transition point U sv ) and mobility degradation
(from transition point U sv to U dd ). The first (lower)
plot presents the transconductance vs applied gatesource voltage – g m = f (U gs ) . The second (above)

[9]. The ac test signal is provided by Vac voltage
source.

Fig. 2. Test circuit for intrinsic gain Au examination.

The load of the transistor M is the ideal dc current
source F1 from the Current Controlled Current Source
VD-F1. As a result the gain of the stage depends only
on transconductance and output resistance of the
examined transistor M. The additional transistor M1 is
identical with M and ensures the dc current through
the input of the Current Controlled Current Source
VD-F1 to be equal to the dc current through M. As the
current transfer coefficient of VD-F1 is 1, the currents
through F1 and M are equal, which ensures the
adequacy of the obtained results. The circuit allows
investigation of the intrinsic gain Au for different dc
values of gate-source voltage. To this aim series of ac
simulations, one for each value of the dc parameter
U gs , have to be carried out.
The test circuit for examination of the bandwidth is
presented on Fig. 3 [7]. The circuit allows
determination of the unity gain frequency f u for
different values of gate-source voltage. For this
purpose, a series of successive simulations for each
value of the parameter U gs have to be implemented
again.
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plot visualizes the results from investigation of
intrinsic gain Au = f (U gs ) . The third plot shows unity
gain frequency f u = f (U gs ) and the top (four) plot is
I d = f (U gs ) function.

The boundaries of the regions of operation are
determined by using geometric drawing [4, 5]. To this
aim an extrapolation of the linear section of the g m is
drawn with straight line. This line intersects U gs axis
at point U gs = U th = 0.42V , where g m = 0 ( U th is
threshold voltage). The transition point between weak
and strong inversion region U ws is defined as the
minimal voltage where the linear section of the g m
curve and the straight line are merged. The upper end
of the same line crosses the line that fixes the
maximum value of transconductance g m in mobility
degradation region. This intersection defines the
transition point U sv ≈ 0.78V between strong inversion
and mobility degradation. The strong inversion region
is among transition point between weak and strong
inversion U ws ≈ 0.48V and U sv point.
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than its value around U ws transition point. The
operation in this region is characterized with high
value of supply current (from 25µA up to 50µA), i.e.
high power consumption.
- The higher values of the intrinsic gain (about
200) are around transition point U ws between weak
and strong inversion, where the supply current has
very small values (about several µA). The
disadvantage is the reduced (3÷4 times) value of
unity-gain trequency.
- Low consumption (smaller than 1µA) with high
gain is observed in weak inversion region, at values of
gate-source voltage around threshold voltage U th .
Table 2 summarizes the presented conclusions.
Table 2

Qualiative results from examination of 45nm nMOST
Weak
inversion

Strong
inversion

Velocity
saturation

Intrinsic
gain

High

Medium

Low

Bandwidth

Low

Medium

High

Supply
current

Low

Medium

High

The presented table support the selection of
appropriate gate-source biasing voltage on the base of
specified unity gain frequency and the gain of the
designed stage. After, the sizes of the transistors can
be refined by interactive simulation based
optimization. The described procedure is particularly
suitable in initial stages of analog integrated circuit
design.

Fig. 4. Results from investigation of basic performance
parameters of 45nm bulk nMOS.

The obtained graphical results lead to the
following conclusions concerning the investigated
technology:
- The higher values of the unity gain frequency
(about 35GHz) are in velocity saturation region, but in
the same region the intrinsic gain is over 2 times less
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Examination of basic performance parameters
of ultra-deep submicron CMOS transistor versus
gate-source biasing voltage and channel length

The above presented results are valid for the
channel length L equal of 4Lmin . In practice the
channel length can be selected from Lmin , up to 8Lmin
and more. This gives significantly large options to
choose the values of design parameters.
Fig. 5 demonstrates the results from examination
of 45nm nMOS transistor with channel length
Lmin , 2 Lmin , 4 Lmin and 8Lmin .
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length higher than L = 2Lmin this dependence is less
marked. In discussed case the strong inversion region
when L = Lmin is between 0.2÷0.4V; in case of
L = 2Lmin this region is from 0.42V up to 0.7V; at
L = 4 Lmin – between 0.46V and 0.76V and for
L = 8Lmin – from 0.5V to 0.82V.
Transistors with a larger channel length have a
greater value of intrinsic gain – higher than 350 for
L = 8Lmin ; over 200 for L = 4 Lmin ; about 60 for
L = 2 Lmin and roughly 5 for L = Lmin .
However, in case of L = Lmin the examined
transistor has unity gain frequency over 250GHz,
while for L = 2 Lmin this parameter reduces to
100GHz. At L = 4Lmin and L = 8Lmin these values are
between 40GHz and 10GHz.
Transistors with L = Lmin have strong linear
transfer characteristic, which determines high supply
current in strong inversion. The characteristics for
channel length 2 Lmin , 4Lmin and 8Lmin are quadratic
and very close to each other.
The discussed properties of the transistors with
different channel lengths are summarized in Table 3.
The table illustrates the basic trade-off in analog
circuit design – bandwidth vs gain. For high frequency
applications can be used transistors with channel
length L = Lmin or L = 2 Lmin , but in those cases the
gain has very low value. For high value of the gain,
channel length has to be large ( L = 8Lmin ), but then
the bandwidth will be very small. The table is
appropriate for approximate selection of the channel
length in the initial stage of analog design.
Table 3
Qualitative results from examination of 45nm nMOS
transistor with different channel lengths
L= Lmin L= 2Lmin L= 4Lmin L= 8Lmin
Very
High
Medium
Low
Bandwidth
High
Very
Intrinsic
Low
Medium
High
Low
gain

Fig. 5. Investigation of basic performance parameters of
45nm bulk nMOS for different channel length.

As can be seen the increasing of the channel length
leads to expansion of strong inversion region. This is
particularly evident when comparing transistors with
channel length L = Lmin and L = 2 Lmin . For channel
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Conclusion
The paper presents procedure for examination of
the performance of deep and ultra-deep CMOS
submicron transistors with application in analog
circuit design. To this aim a set of simulation
experiments (Fig. 1, Fig. 2, Fig. 3) are carried out and
the obtained results are plotted (Fig.4). By using
graphical approaches, the regions of operation of the
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examined transistor are determined. The key
performance parameters (intrinsic gain Au , unity gain
frequency f u and supply current I d ) are analyzed
and qualitative table that supports selection the
appropriate value of biasing voltage is created (Table
2). After, an investigation of dependency of the
transistor’s performance parameters from channel
length is carried out (Fig. 5). The results are
summarized and a second qualitative table that
ensures the selection of the channel length in the
initial stage of analog design is made (Table 3).
The described procedure can be applied when the
performance parameters of a new technology are
investigated.
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